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Abstract 

Influencer marketing is growing alongside the increased popularity of social media and is becoming a 

more important component of companies’ digital marketing strategies. This thesis explores the 

positive and negative effect of influencer marketing on Icelandic consumers. Influencer marketing is 

similar to celebrity endorsement, but they provide different benefits and studies differ on which 

approach is more effective to reach consumers. 

The results of this thesis are based on qualitative approach where five semi-structured interviews with 

Icelandic millennials were conducted. The aim is to provide a deeper understanding of the individual 

opinions and experiences of consumers concerning influencer marketing. The analysis shows that 

influencer marketing has many positive and negative benefits. Influencer marketing has a positive 

effect on consumer engagement, brand awareness, word-of-mouth and consumer’s buying decision 

process. For influencer marketing to be effective, product match-up must be clear. When product 

match-up is poor, negative effects starts to appear. Another negative effect concerning influencer 

marketing is covert advertising. 

As long as brands carefully select an honest and credible influencer that matches their product, the 

negative effects can be minimized. 
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Introduction 

The marketing world is extremely competitive, and brands compete every day to capture the attention 

of possible consumers. Social media is a powerful platform for marketers to promote their products 

and services. Social media has grown significantly over the last decade. The number of social media 

users worldwide has grown from 0,97 billion in 2010 to 2,77 billion in 2019, and it is projected that 

the number will reach 3,02 billion in 2021 (Statista, 2019). Social media is integrated into everything 

people do. People use social media to exchange information in groups in school or work, for 

entertainment, interacting with friends and more (Kádeková & Holienčinová, 2018). The popularity of 

social media has created many new possibilities for marketers to connect with their consumers. This 

has also allowed consumers to connect easily with each other and share information. With the 

invention of the smartphone, consumers now have access to social media 24/7. This access is makes 

social media different from other traditional media because brands can connect with consumers any 

time of the day. According to Eurostat, the statistical office of the European Union, in 2018 Iceland 

had the highest number of internet usage per capita in the Nordic countries with 99% of Icelanders 

between 16-74 years old having access to and using the internet. 91% of Icelanders used the internet 

to look at social media (Eurostat, 2019). This high number of people with access to internet and social 

media has enabled more individuals to set up accounts where they can acquire large audiences. These 

people are called influencers and companies have started to recognize the advertising possibilities 

influencers offer. 

The focus of this thesis is on influencer marketing its effect on Icelandic consumers. Celebrity 

endorsement has been used for many years and has been well studied. Influencer marketing, 

however, is a relatively new concept that has not been studied as well and has grown a lot alongside 

the rise of social media. Celebrity endorsement can be viewed as the original form of influencer 

marketing but today influencers on social media with their niche group of followers are often better 

suited for marketers (Newberry, 2019). This thesis will focus on these social media influencers. 

According to Jin and Muqaddam (2019) social media influencers are becoming a new type of celebrity. 

These social media influencers have a unique identity and a large number of followers. This new 

phenomenon changes how people view celebrities and requires the traditional celebrity endorsement 

models to be revised (Jin & Muqaddam, 2019). Therefore, the traditional celebrity endorsement 

models will be examined with the focus on if they apply for influencer marketing. Although the 

effectiveness of traditional celebrity endorsement has been well documented (Bergkvist & Zhou, 
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2016) the effectiveness of influencer endorsement needs further study (Schouten, Janssen & 

Verspaget, 2019). According to Schouten, Janssen and Verspaget (2019) influencers may be more 

effective product endorsers than celebrities. Consumers consider influencers as more trustworthy 

than celebrities. They also claim that people feel a familiarity with influencers that does not occur as 

strong with celebrities and therefore people identify more with influencers. 

Influencer marketing 

Influencer marketing is becoming an increasingly popular choice for marketers to advertise their 

products (Gürkaynak, Kama & Ergün, 2018). Influencers are individuals who have a large sum of 

followers on social media and are paid by companies to promote their product to these followers. This 

payment can be in the form of free products, cash, and other gifts or favours. The most popular 

platforms for social media influencers are Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, Snapchat and YouTube 

(Kádeková & Holienčinová, 2018). 

Djafarova and Rushworth (2017) argued that influencers are more influential, credible and relatable 

than traditional celebrities among young females. Johansen and Guldvik (2017) however, disagree and 

claim that influencer marketing is not as efficient as using traditional celebrities. Influencer marketing 

and celebrity endorsement are quite similar and can overlap. However, there are important 

differences. When companies get influencers to talk about their products, it is easier to target a 

particular niche of followers than when they use celebrities because influencers base their following 

on their specific interests. Influencers post content on social media where they show their followers 

content from their daily lives and focus on their interest. This interest can be fashion, fitness, travel, 

food, etc. Influencers know what content their followers want to see and engage more with them than 

celebrities. They frequently answer comments or messages from their followers directly or in 

comment sections and post content that followers ask to see. They are therefore more connected to 

their followers than most celebrities. The people that follow a certain influencer are very likely to care 

about the things he or she is talking about because influencers base their content on a specific interest 

that the follower is likely to be interested in. Celebrities acquire their fan base because of the nature 

of their work e.g. singer, actor, footballer etc. For example, if we compare a fashion influencer to a 

celebrity like Cristiano Ronaldo. Most of the influencer’s posts are about fashion and clothes he or she 

likes while Rolando’s posts are a mix of multiple things like football, fashion, fitness etc. The 

influencer’s followers are more likely to be interested in fashion than Ronaldo´s followers because 

most of them are looking to see posts about fashion. Although Ronaldo has significantly higher 

number of followers, these followers are not necessarily following him to see posts about fashion.  
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Another thing that must be considered when companies are choosing between an influencer or 

celebrity is cost. If companies hire an influencer to talk about their products, they pay a considerably 

lower amount than if they would hire a celebrity like Ronaldo. They could hire multiple influencers for 

the same amount as they would pay one big celebrity like Ronaldo, and because the influencer’s 

followers are a much more targeted segment, they might not reach as many consumers, but they 

could reach the right consumers that are likely to buy the product.  

Kumar & Mirchandani (2012) identified four ideal generalizable characteristics of key influencers. 

These characteristics are activeness, clout, talkativeness of the receiver and like-mindedness. They 

define activeness as “the number of times the influencer and his or her network of friends see and 

share a message” (Kumar & Mirchandani, 2012, p. 58). Clout is defined as “the number of connections 

and followers an influencer has” (Kumar & Mirchandani, 2012, p. 58). Talkativeness of the receiver is 

defined as “how often the influencer’s message is being retweeted, hash tagged or shared” (Kumar & 

Mirchandani, 2012, p. 58). Finally, like-mindedness is defined as “similarities and common interests 

shared by the influencer and his or her network friends” (Kumar & Mirchandani, 2012, p. 58).  

Celebrities fall into the category of influencers, but not all influencers are celebrities (Kádeková & 

Holienčinová, 2018; Friedman, Termini & Washington, 1976). Friedman et al. (1976 p. 22) found that 

the “four major types of endorsers that are used in endorsement advertising are: celebrities, typical 

consumers, professional experts and company presidents”. These major types are still valid today, but 

social media influencers can be added to these four major types as a group between celebrities and 

typical consumers (Johansson & Guldvik, 2015). 

According to Kádeková & Holienčinová (2018) content agencies that look for the right influencers for 

companies divide influencers into four groups: Bloggers, YouTubers, Celebrities, and Instagrammers. 

Bloggers share their thoughts and passions through a blog on a website. These bloggers are usually 

self-employed so they can write about what they want, which makes the material authentic and 

unique (Kádeková & Holienčinová, 2018). Companies can use these influencers to promote their 

products by writing reviews about their products and the blogs are then often shared on social media 

e.g. Facebook. 

Youtubers, like the name suggests, post videos on YouTube. These videos can be about fitness, 

cooking, video games, teaching, etc. YouTubers create channels on YouTube where followers can 

subscribe to their content and like, dislike and comment on their videos (Kádeková & Holienčinová, 

2018). This is a very engaging media as the followers can post questions and requests in the comment 
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section and the YouTuber can both answer these questions in the comment section and make a video 

about something followers what to see. Companies often get YouTubers to try or review their 

products in their videos. This medium is very beneficial for companies because it allows possible 

consumers to see how the product is used and ask the YouTuber questions about it. 

“A celebrity is a person who has become widely known thanks to media” (Kádeková & Holienčinová, 

2018 p. 92). This celebrity can be an athlete, actor, singer, etc. These celebrities often have a very high 

number of followers on social media, so the message they deliver is presented to a very high number 

of audiences. Cristiano Ronaldo for example has 156 million followers on Instagram and Beyoncé has 

125 million followers. It can however by quite expensive and complicated for companies to align 

themselves with some celebrities because of the magnitude of offers the celebrities can choose from.  

Instagrammer is a person who has acquired a large number of followers on Instagram through high-

quality photo content. This person is not a typical celebrity. Although many celebrities have very 

popular Instagram accounts as aforementioned, they still fall into the category of celebrities 

(Kádeková & Holienčinová, 2018). Many influencers use Instagram to acquire their follower base.  

The number of followers’ influencers have can range from 1.000 to 100s of millions. Generally, 

influencers who have 1.000 – 10.000 followers are called micro-influencers. Macro-influencers and 

celebrities have over 10.000 followers. Micro-influencers can be very effective when marketers want 

to reach and engage a niche audience. Micro-influencers are also a much cheaper option that macro-

influencers or celebrities (McGillivray, 2018; Influencer Marketing Hub, 2019). A big mistake brands 

can make in influencer marketing is choosing the wrong influencer and only look at the number of 

followers an influencer has. Bigger isn’t always better and as the number of followers increases, the 

percentage of niche audiences decreases. Markerly (n.d.) did a study where they analysed more than 

800.000 Instagram users that had at least 1.000 followers. The study showed a decrease in 

engagement (likes and comments) as the number of followers got higher. Influencers with 1.000 

followers got around 8% likes and 0,5% comments while users with 10 million followers only got 

around 1,6% likes and 0,04% comments (Markerly, n.d.).  

Although celebrity endorsement is a great way to create brand awareness because of the large fan 

base of celebrities, influencer marketing can also be a powerful tool to create brand awareness 

because of their nice follower base and lower cost compared to celebrities (Kádeková & Holienčinová, 

2018). Although influencer marketing and celebrity endorsement can be very successful, influencers 

need to be fully aware of what they are promoting. One of the most talked about influencer marketing 

campaign over the last few years is the 2017 Fyre Festival campaign. Although the Fyre Festival itself 
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was a massive failure, the influencer marketing and celebrity endorsement aspect was very powerful 

in creating awareness and “buzz”. The Fyre Festival marketing team hired around 250 popular 

influencers and celebrities, including Kendall Jenner, Bella Hadid and Haley Bieber, that all posted 

content at the same time advertising the Fyre Festival using #fyrefestival on their content. These 

influencers and celebrities were paid hundreds of thousands of dollars to promote Fyre Festival and 

millions of their followers saw these posts (Tietjen, 2019).  

However, the campaign cannot be considered an influencer marketing success. The influencers 

promoted a festival that looked like a paradise with jet skis, luxury accommodations, private jets and 

more. When the guests showed up at the festival, they expected everything the influencers had 

promised but they saw that these features had been highly exaggerated. The luxury accommodation 

consisted of simple tents, the private jet was a regular plane and most importantly the festival had 

been cancelled. This highlighted the importance of influencer doing their due diligence. The 

influencers have a responsibility when people consider them a credible source. In the case of Fyre 

Festival, the influencers promoted a festival that they knew very little about but got a lot of money for 

promoting. If they had really looked at what they were promoting they could have seen that they were 

promising their followers something that was not real (Tietjen, 2019). When influencers deceive their 

followers like this this, followers can think that the influencer is not credible and lose trust in him. 

Since influencers rely on their followers to trust them, a mistake like this can be the end of an 

influencers’ career. 

Research objective and research question  

The objective of this paper is to examine influencer marketing and its effects on Icelandic consumers. 

As aforementioned, influencer marketing is similar to celebrity endorsement but has not been studied 

as well. According to Davidson (1994) it is best to set advertising objectives when they are based on 

underlying theories or models that argue why this kind of advertising works. Therefore, to get a better 

understanding of what brand marketers may be thinking when using influencer marketing to advertise 

their products and how influencer marketing affects consumers, theories and models concerning 

consumers and celebrity endorsement will be examined to study if influencer marketing has the same 

effect on consumers as celebrity endorsement.  

First, this thesis will explore the effects influencers have on covert advertising, consumer buying 

decision process, brand awareness, consumer engagement and word-of-mouth. Next, the main 

theories that attempt to explain how and why celebrity endorsement works will be explored and if 

they are transferable to influencer marketing. It is assumed that because celebrity endorsement and 
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influencer marketing are of similar nature these theories will therefore apply for influencer marketing 

as well. The theories explored in this thesis are: The meaning transfer model, source credibility, source 

attractiveness, product match-up, balance theory. The vampire effect, which has been studied in 

relation to celebrity endorsement will also be examined.  

 

This leads to the research question for this thesis which is: What are the positive and negative effects 

of influencer marketing on consumers? 

To better understand the research question, the following sub-hypotheses will be asked: 

1. Does influencer marketing have a positive effect on consumer engagement? What are the key 

motivators for consumer engagement? 

2. Does influencer marketing increase brand awareness? 

3. Does influencer marketing effect the buying decision process of consumers? 

4. Does influencer marketing increase word-of-mouth? 

5. Are consumers aware of covert advertising and how do they react to is? 

6. Do the same theories apply for influencer marketing and celebrity endorsement? 

The sub-hypotheses will be used to answer the research question. The sub-hypotheses are divided 

into two parts. The first part will highlight how influencer marketing affects the consumer buying 

process, consumer engagement, brand awareness, word-of-mouth (WOM). These connections can be 

seen in Figure 1. Additionally, the problem of covert advertising will be examined to see how 

consumers react to it. 
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Figure 1: influencers effects on covert advertising 

The second part will highlight the main theories and models for celebrity endorsement. The objective 

is to examine if they hold for influencer marketing to see if influencers bring the same, fewer, or any 

additional, qualities as celebrities to the products and services they endorse. The theories and models 

used in this thesis are: Meaning transfer model, source credibility, source attractiveness, product 

match-up, balance theory, and vampire effect. These connections can be seen in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: Influencers effects on celebrity endorsement theories 
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Literature review 

Advertising and promotion  

To get a deeper understanding of influencer marketing and marketing on social media, the concept of 

marketing will be explored and the difference between advertising and promotion explained. 

“Marketing is the process of planning and executing the conception, pricing, promotion, and 

distribution of ideas, goods, and services to create exchanges that satisfy individuals’ and companies’ 

goals” (Harvard business review, 2010, p. 4). Advertising and promotion are key parts of marketing 

and here influencers can be very beneficial to brands. According to Percy and Elliott (2012, p. 4) 

“advertising is an indirect way of turning a potential customer towards the advertised product or 

service by providing information that is designed to effect a favourable impression”. Advertising is a 

long-term strategy that builds positive brand attitude and awareness. Promotion is a short-term goal 

that inspires purchase intentions and gets the consumer to move forward (Percy & Elliott, 2012). In 

other words, advertisements drive consumers to notice a product and promotion drives consumers 

to buy the product. Influencers can both advertise and promote products. They talk positively about 

the product to their followers and they often offer them discount codes or free samples to promote 

purchase.  

Percy and Elliott (2012, p.11) claim that “brand messages that appear in social media must follow the 

same ‘rules’ as advertising or promotion messages appearing in traditional media”. Therefore, 

influencer marketing on social media will be based on traditional rules in this thesis. 

Social media, however, provides a different context for a message. On social media, much of the 

context concerning the brand is user generated. For example, when brands use influencers to promote 

their product or service. This means that the message the influencer communicates is not fully under 

the brand´s control. With the increasing number of influencers and people following them this can be 

a problem for brands. Not all influencers that talk about a brands product or service are hired by the 

brand to do so. This can both be beneficial and problematic because consumers can´t always tell which 

influencers are hired by a brand to advertise their product or service and which influencers are not. 

Some influencers genuinely like a product and will tell their followers about that product, while other 

influencers may be hired and paid by the brand to talk about the product. But sometimes it can be 

hard for consumers to tell the difference. So, an ‘advertisement’ can look like the real thing when in 

fact it does not come directly from the brand. The problem of people not realizing when influencers 
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are advertising also relates to the problem of covert advertising, which will be covered in the next 

section. 

Covert advertising 

The rise of social media and influencers has brought on a lot of covert advertising. These covert 

advertisements are especially frequent on Instagram and Snapchat (Gürkaynak, Kama & Ergün, 2018). 

“Covert (or misleading) advertising takes place when the consumers do not realize what they 

are engaging in is actually a commercial communication. Covert advertisement is often 

encountered through native advertising. Native advertising is a form of advertisement where 

a brand, or a product, is marketed in a way that is similar to the editorial content on the 

platform itis presented” (Gürkaynak, Kama & Ergün, 2018, p. 17). 

Many people don’t realise that influencers usually get free products or payment from brands to 

promote their products or services. “Consumers have a right to know which content they view is of a 

commercial nature and a right to choose to view that content with their eyes fully open” (Gürkaynak, 

Kama & Ergün, 2018, p. 17). Article 6th of the Icelandic law on advertising (No. 57/2005) states that 

advertisements must be designed in such a way that there is no doubt that advertising is involved. 

They should be clearly distinguished from another media content. 

Article 11 of the Icelandic business regulation (No. 160/2009) states that it is illegal to use editorial 

content to promote a product in a payed advertisement if the content does not include a notification 

in text, image or audio, that the consumer can easily identify, that it is an advertisement. 

Covert advertising has been a big problem in Iceland recently, so the consumer agency of Iceland has 

published instructions to avoid covert advertising. A violation of the aforementioned laws can result 

in the consumer agency of Iceland to issue a ban, order or authorization under certain condition. The 

consumer agency of Iceland can also issue a fine to individuals, companies and public entities that are 

in business and violate the law (Neytendastofa n.d.). In the United States, EU and UK the law on covert 

advertising is the essentially the same (Gürkaynak, Kama & Ergün, 2018).  

Influencers on social media are a relatively new phenomenon. The technology is developing faster 

than the law, and rules and legislations concerning covert advertising on social media platforms have 

not been updated to respond to this fast development. Consumers lower their guard when they are 

looking at content where they don´t expect to see advertisements. When influencers are using covert 

advertising, the relationship between the brand and the influencer is not clear. Therefore, consumers 
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are often not sure if the influencers are promoting the product because they genuinely like it, or 

because they are being paid to say they do (Gürkaynak, Kama & Ergün, 2018). 

Covert advertising has been a big problem in Iceland in relation to influencer marketing. The 

influencers are not well informed and many of those who have been accused of covert advertising 

claim that they did not know that payment in the form of something other than money is actual 

payment for promotion. One Icelandic blogger in a co-operation with a company called Origo received 

a Canon EOS M100 camera to take photos which were then posted on her blog. She claimed she did 

not get any money from Origo and therefore it was not a paid promotion. In her blog she wrote about 

how great this camera was and posted a link to Origo’s website where followers could buy the camera 

(Vísir, 2018). Of course, this is a paid promotion because Origo gave the influencer a camera that was 

worth a lot of money. 

Another example of covert advertising is a co-operation between an Icelandic supermarket called 

Krónan and a bakery called 17 Sortir. These two brands used 12 popular bloggers to promote their 

products. The only way the bloggers used to let people know that this was an advertisement was to 

put #Krónan and #17Sortir at the bottom of their blogs. The Icelandic business regulation ruled that 

this is not enough to make consumers aware that this was a paid advertisement. Furthermore, they 

ruled that the two companies had to stop this way of advertising immediately, and if they would not, 

they would be fined (Neytendastofa, 2017). This came out in all newspapers in Iceland and had a 

negative influence on the companies’ brand image. It also had a negative effect on the influencer’s 

credibility because consumers saw they were not marking their promotions correctly.  

The third example of covert advertising in Iceland is a clear violation of the rules and legislation that 

Icelandic influencers have been using to hide the fact they are promoting a product. Although the 

rules clearly state that the consumer should be able to easily identify text, image or audio that tells 

them if what they are seeing is an advertisement, influencers have not really followed this rule. They 

do put #ad or #cooperation on their post but in many cases, they make the font size as small as they 

can and often in a colour that blends into the surrounding, making it very hard for the consumer to 

see. The Icelandic business regulation has said that this is not permitted but has not issued a fine to 

any influencer yet. Despite these warnings the influencers keep posting content like this which 

undermines the importance of this rule. However, when this was discovered by the Icelandic people, 

they made it very clear on platforms like Twitter and Facebook that they were not satisfied with this. 

This undermined the influencers’ credibility, but the law needs to be clearer in order for this to stop 

occurring (DV, 2019).  
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Brand equity  

According to Kotler and Armstrong (2010, p. 260) “brand equity is the differential effect that knowing 

the brand name has on customer response to the product or its marketing. It’s a measure of the 

brand’s ability to capture consumer preference and loyalty”. When a brand has a positive brand 

equity, consumers react better to their product or service than to similar products or services from 

brands that don’t. Aaker (2001, p. 165) defines brand equity as “a set of assets and liabilities linked to 

a brand’s name and symbol that add to or subtract from the value provided by a product or service to 

a firm and/or that firm’s customers”. These assets and liabilities can be put into four categories: 

perceived quality, brand awareness, brand associations and brand loyalty. When brands use influencer 

marketing to promote their products, they align themselves with that influencer. Consumers may link 

the influencers qualities, good and bad, to the brand and like or dislike the product because of the 

influencer (McCracken, 1989; Heider,1958). In this thesis the main focus concerning brand equity is if 

influencers can increase brand awareness. Brand associations is also considered to be relevant to 

influencer marketing. “A brand association is anything that is directly or indirectly linked in the 

consumer’s memory to a brand” (Aaker, 2001, p. 167). When a brand gets an influencer to advertise 

their products, consumers associate that influencer with the brand. McCracken (1989) suggests that 

desirable qualities can be associated with the brand by using celebrities. When a brand gets an 

endorser to promote their products, their qualities can therefore be associated with the brand. The 

question is can influencer marketing be used like celebrities to associate desirable qualities to the 

brand? This question will be examined in the section of the meaning transfer model. 

Although influencers might affect brand loyalty, the loyalty is considered to be too deep of a 

connection with too many variables for influencer to be able to have a relevant effect. Influencers also 

might have some effect on perceived quality, but it is assumed that perceived quality is too connected 

to the brand image itself and since brand image is not part of the sub-hypotheses, perceived image is 

not relevant to this thesis.  

Brand awareness 

Consumers must be able to identify a brand in order to purchase it (Percy and Elliott, 2012). Brand 

awareness “serves to differentiate the brands along a recall/familiarity dimension” (Aaker, 2001, p. 

165). According to Percy and Elliott (2012) there are two kinds of brand awareness, recognition and 

recall. Recognition is when the consumer recognizes the brand in the shelf at the point of purchase. 

Recall is the ability to think of the brand before the point of purchase (Percy & Elliot, 2012). The 

consumer recognizes and can correctly identify brands he has seen or heard of before. He can then 
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recall the brand from memory when given a relevant cue (Keller, Apéria & Georgson, 2012). “The 

salience of a brand will determine if it is recalled at a key time in the purchasing process” (Aaker, 2001, 

p. 66). When a brand is easily recalled and familiar to a consumer it increases the likelihood that the 

brand will enter into the consumer’s consideration set of brands when deciding which product to buy 

(Nedungadi, 1990). For a low-involvement product, familiarity of a product can drive the purchase 

decision, like buying the shampoo you are familiar with (Aaker, 2001). In a study comparing the 

effectiveness of different types of endorsers Petty, Cacioppo, and Schumann (1983) found that 

“celebrities improve brand recall compared with groups of typical, average-looking customers or 

experts” (Erfgen, Zenker & Sattler, 2015, p. 156). Lue and Yuan (2019) found that a credible influencer 

marketing can also help brands to create brand awareness. Because of the overwhelming magnitude 

of advertisements consumers see every day, it can be hard for brands to stand out and achieve brand 

awareness (Aaker, 2001). Therefore, it can benefit them to get a celebrity or an influencer to capture 

the consumers attention and make them aware of their products. As aforementioned, influencers’ 

followers are likely to be interested in the content the influencer is posting. Therefore, it is likely that 

they will pay attention to the product he talks about. 

 

The buying decision process 

If a company market for consumers, it is important to understand the process consumers go through 

when they’re buying products or services (Harvard business review, 2010). Jin and Phua (2014) found 

that celebrities can have a significant effect on consumers’ purchase intention. However, few studies 

have examined the effect of influencer marketing on purchase intention (Jin, 2018). To examine if 

influencer marketing has an effect on purchase decision, this thesis will examine consumers’ buying 

decision process. By examining each step of the buying decision process, it will give an idea if 

influencer marketing affects purchase intention as effectively as celebrity endorsement and at what 

steps influencer marketing has an impact.   

When consumers decide whether or not to buy a product or a service, they go through predictable 

steps called the buying decision process. The process is based on the five stages the consumer typically 

passes through: problem recognition, information search, evaluation of alternatives, purchase 

decision, and post purchase evaluation. Consumers may skip or reverse some of the stages e.g. when 

buying your regular shampoo brand, you might go directly from problem recognition to the purchase 

decision when you see you need to buy more shampoo and you always buy the same brand (Kotler & 

Keller, 2012).  
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Consumer purchase decisions can be low-involvement or high-involvement. “When a decision is low-

involvement it means that there is very little, if any, risk attached to the consequences of 

making that decision” (Percy & Elliott, 2012, p. 8). For example, if the consumer sees a soda drink, 

candy bar or shampoo he likes, he doesn’t have to think much about the purchase because he doesn’t 

risk a lot of money trying it. Therefore, making it a low-involvement decision.  

High-involvement decision “requires a lot of information prior to deciding, and a great deal of 

conviction that you are making the right decision” (Percy & Elliott, 2012, p. 8). For example, if a person 

is deciding to buy a car or a house the risk is high, and the person will need a lot of information before 

deciding whether or not to purchase. These decisions take much more time and thought. 

 

People generally use two types of thinking to navigate their lives. These types are system one and 

system two thinking and they can be connected to low- and high involvement decisions. System one 

thinking can be described as an unconscious way of thinking where decisions are made quickly and 

based on little information. These decisions are automatic, subconscious, intuitive, and extremely fast. 

In low-involvement decisions where familiar products are bought, people often only rely on system 

one thinking. System two thinking is a more conscious way of thinking. When people rely on system 

two, they work slowly, examine, calculate and whey evidence to make a conscious decision. System 

two thinking is used when people have to make high-involvement decisions like what house to buy 

(Young, 2016). 

Problem recognition 

The first step of the buying decision process is when the consumer recognizes a problem or a need. 

The need is a gap between the consumers current state and his desired state. This need can be 

triggered by internal or external stimuli. With an internal stimulus, normal internal needs like hunger 

or thirst become the drive for the need. As the person gets hungrier the need for food gets stronger. 

With an external stimulus the stimulation comes from an external source. A person might admire a 

friend’s car or see an advertisement for a luxury spa. Marketers can use this need and encourage it 

with advertisements that say ‘don´t you deserve a better car’, or ‘wouldn’t it be nice to relax for a 

day’. At this stage of the process the consumer has recognized the need and typically moves to the 

next step of the process (Kotler & Keller, 2012). Influencers can be used for this step. When the 

consumer sees the influencer talking about a product that can initiate the buying decision process. 

This can also be a product the consumer has never seen before and didn’t know he needed or wanted 

until he saw the influencer talking about it. 
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Information search 

The second step is information search. There are two levels of engagement in the information search. 

The first level is heightened attention where a person becomes more receptive to information about 

the product. The second level is active information search where a person may look for reading 

material, talk to friends, visit stores, and search online to find out information about the product or 

service. In this second level, brand awareness can play a big role. If a brand has a strong brand 

awareness, they are more likely to enter into the consumers consideration set. The heightened 

attention level is often enough, especially if the product or service the consumer is looking to buy is 

relatively cheap e.g. groceries. If the product or service is expensive e.g. car, the information search 

can by quite extensive. The information sources consumers turn to are personal e.g. family and 

friends, commercial e.g. advertising and salespersons, public e.g. mass media, and experiential e.g. 

trying samples of the product. Consumers often get most of their information from commercials 

sources, but the most effective information comes from personal, experiential, or public sources that 

are independent authorities (Kotler & Keller, 2012, p. 190). In this step, influencers can serve as an 

information source for the consumer. 

Evaluation of alternatives 

When the consumer has found a few brand products to satisfy his need, he evaluates his options. The 

different brands the consumer has found and evaluates is called a consideration set (Nedungadi, 

1990). The consumer must consider what product provides the benefits he finds most important. Each 

product has many attributes with different abilities to deliver the benefits. For a phone this might be 

price, weight, memory capacity, camera, etc. Attitudes and believes can be very hard to change. 

Therefore, companies have better luck when instead of trying to change attitudes and believes to fit 

their product, they adapt their product to existing attitudes and believes. “The expectancy-value 

model of attitude posits that consumers evaluate products and services by combining their brand 

believes, positive and negative, according to importance” (Kotler & Keller, 2012, p. 191). Companies 

get consumer focus groups to attach a number to each attribute of a product or service to see what 

attributes of a product or service are most important to them. It’s a good tool for companies to see 

how they can adapt their products to consumers and what to focus on in their marketing. Influencers 

can then be used to highlight these attributes the companies they co-operate with want to focus on. 

Purchase decision 

At this stage of the decision process the consumer decides whether or not he or she will purchase the 

product or service. The consumer locates the brand he has chosen when he has evaluated his 
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alternatives and may choose a retailer that he has faith in. He will also choose the appropriate 

payment method (Blythe, 2008). In some cases, the consumer may not go through all previous step. 

Consumers may for example go directly from problem recognition to purchase decision in low 

involvement products or routine purchases if they e.g. always buy the same shampoo. 

Post-purchase evaluation 

“Post-purchase evaluation refers to the way the consumer decides whether the product has been 

successful or not” (Blythe, 2008, p. 51). This often involves the consumer comparing what he expected 

to get and what he really got. The evaluation determines the satisfaction of the consumer. If the 

product does not meet his expectation, he will be disappointed. If the product meets his expectation, 

he will be satisfied. Finally, if the product exceeds his expectations, he will be delighted (Kotler & 

Keller, 2012). Sometimes when the consumer is disappointed with the product, and even sometimes 

when the product is as expected or better, it can lead to post-purchase dissonance. This evaluation 

and satisfaction level can make a difference when the consumer is deciding if he will buy the product 

again (Blythe, 2008). 

An additional stage of the buying decision process is called divestment which refers to “the way the 

consumer disposes of the product after use” (Blythe, 2008, p.54). This can be anything from throwing 

away a small plastic container to disposing of a car. This stage is becoming increasingly important to 

marketeers. People are starting to think better about the environment and even avoiding products 

that are wrapped in an unnecessary amount of plastic. If the disposal of the product has a more 

damaging effect on the environment than another competing product it can cost brands customers 

(Blythe, 2008). Brands can make use of influencer marketing to make consumers aware of their 

environmentally friendly products. 
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Consumer engagement  

To engage consumers online, advertisers must understand what motivates them to interact with 

brands and influencers on social network sites. Tsai and Men (2013) found that recent studies on 

consumer engagement on social networking sites reported that key motivators for engagement are 

entertainment, social integration, personal identity and information. However, they claim 

remuneration and empowerment are also original motivators identified in the social media literature 

but had not been covered in prior media research. These key motivators will be used to in this thesis. 

Tsai and men (2013) claim that advertisers must understand consumers’ motivations to interact with 

the brand to provide a content that engages consumers online. “Social media allow marketers to 

establish a public voice and presence on the Web and reinforce other communication activities” 

(Kotler & Keller, p. 568). One way of achieving this public voice and presence is through the usage of 

influencers. 

Influencer marketing is a great way to increase consumer engagement. People have chosen to follow 

the influencer because they are interested in what they do and are therefore more likely to enjoy their 

content and to interact with them (Hughes, Swaminathan & Brooks, 2019). Influencers are often in 

good contact with their followers and encourage them to provide feedback on their content. Followers 

can ask the influencer questions, request specific content and more (Hughes et al., 2019). This makes 

the consumer feel more connected to the influencer and by extension, the brand and product, which 

can increase consumer engagement (McCracken, 1989; Heider, 1958). 

Engagement is defined “as the level of an individual customer’s motivational, brand-related and 

context-dependent state of mind characterised by specific levels of cognitive, emotional and 

behavioural activity in direct brand interaction” (Wallace, Buil & Chernatony, 2014, pp.33). With 

influencers, engagement varies between platforms but can be measured in likes, comments and the 

number of followers sharing their content. Influencers are often connected to their followers and ask 

them what they want to see which allows them to find out what motivates engagement for their 

followers. 

Entertainment: “The entertainment aspect refers to the relaxation, enjoyment, and emotional relief 

generated by temporarily escaping from daily routines” (Tsai & Men, 2013, pp.77). Muntinga, 

Moorman and Smit (2011) argue the same definition of entertainment, but adding relaxation, cultural 

enjoyment, passing time, and sexual arousal to their definition. Most influencers try to provide an 
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entertaining content. The follower’s requests of content are especially important for the influencer to 

know what content entertains his followers.  

Social integration: “Social integration involves the sense of belonging, the supportive peer groups, and 

the enhanced interpersonal connections associated with media usage” (Tsai and Men, 20013, pp.77-

78). It can also be defined as the connection with friends and family, and substituting real-life 

companionship (Muntinga, Moorman & Smit, 2011). Many influencers address their followers with 

some kind of connection to themselves. For example, two football influencers that call themselves the 

F2 perform tricks and entertaining football content. They call their followers the F2 family. This can 

make the followers feel like a member of a larger group. 

Personal identity: “Personal identity is concerned with an individual's self-identity, which involves self-

expression, identity management, and self-fulfilment” (Tsai and Men, 20013, pp.78). Personal identity 

can also include gaining insight into one´s self and identifying with and gaining recognition from peers 

(Muntinga, Moorman & Smit, 2011). 

Information: “Information pertains to information seeking, which includes the search for advice, 

opinions, and information exchange” (Tsai & Men, 20013, pp.78). Information can also include 

checking out relevant events and conditions that are taking place in someone’s direct daily 

environment and in society (Muntinga, Moorman & Smit, 2011). Many influencers provide their 

followers with information. The type of information they provide depends on the field they specialize 

in. For example, food influencers often provide their followers with cooking recipes, make-up 

influencers provide tutorials on how to apply make-up etc.  

Remuneration: According to Muntinga, Moorman and Smit (2011), several social media motivation 

studies have found that remuneration is a key contributor to online communities. “In terms of the 

social media–specific motivations, remuneration involves participation in online communities where 

users seek rewards and benefits (e.g., economic incentives such as coupons and promotions) that are 

constantly shared and distributed through online social networks” (Tsai & Men, 20013, pp.78). 

Influencers often use remuneration as a motivator for engagement. For example, when the have 

games where they give prices to a follower who likes or comments on their content. When influencers 

co-operate with brands, they also often give away free samples or discount codes. 

 

Empowerment: Muntinga, Moorman and Smit (2011) argue empowerment motivation refers to 

people who use social media to apply their power on people or brands. Tsai and Men’s (2013 p. 78) 

claim that social media is an important platform for empowerment:  
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“As social media allow consumers to interact easily and directly with brand representatives 

and other brand users, social media serves as an important platform for consumers to voice 

their opinions and demand improvements in products, services, and corporate policies. The 

motivation of empowerment thereby refers to the use of social media to exert influence and 

enforce excellence”  

There are many social media platforms brands can make use of for their online marketing. According 

to Kotler & Keller (2012) there are three main platforms for social media: online communities and 

forums, bloggers, and social networks. 

Online communities and forums can help companies and consumers communicate by collecting and 

conveying information. “A key success for online communities is to create individual and group 

activities that help form bonds among community members” (Kotler & Keller, 2012, p. 569). This is a 

great platform for word-of-mouth communication, where consumers can discuss products and 

services, provide peer-to-peer recommendations and ask questions about the product or service 

(Kotler & Keller, 2012). 

Blogs are regularly updated journals or diaries. Blogs bring people with common interests together 

(Kotler & Keller, 2012). Today podcasts are also becoming increasingly popular. Podcasts can be 

viewed as a form of audio blogs which also brings people with common interests together. 

The most used social networks are Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Snapchat and YouTube. These social 

networks offer different benefits. Facebook is the biggest network and offers the most exposure 

because of the number of people using that platform. The smaller networks, which are still very big, 

are used more by influencers and can reach a more targeted market that may be more likely to engage 

with the influencer and in word-of-mouth (Kotler & Keller, 2012). 

Facebook: Facebook is the largest social media network site in the world and one of the biggest brands 

in the world with 1,59 billion daily active users on average for June 2019 and 2,41 billion monthly 

active users as of June 30, 2019 (Facebook, n.d.). According to 2017 Gallup poll, 92% of Icelanders over 

18 use Facebook (Gallup, 2017). On Facebook people can share their thoughts, news stories, blogs, 

videos etc. Brands can make use of influencers on other social media on Facebook e.g. YouTube or 

blogs by posting the content on their Facebook page and engaging consumers to share and comment 

on that post. Although Facebook has a huge user base, influencers on Facebook have a very low 

engagement with an engagement rate per post of only 0,37%. Influencers’ video posts receive the 

highest engagement and links posted receive the lowest engagement (Rival IQ, 2018). Although 
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influencers are not as effective on Facebook compared to other social media networks, Facebook ads 

provides brands with access to targeted segments. 

Twitter: According to Statista (2019) Twitter averaged at 321 million monthly active users in the fourth 

quarter of 2018. Twitter is a great way to engage with consumers where people can ask direct 

questions and talk about the brand or their products. Brands on Twitter can make use of influencers 

in the same way Facebook does by posting material from other social media networks. Twitter started 

a ‘Twitter for business’ where they offer multiple services that can help businesses target potential 

customers, grow their brand awareness, create word-of-mouth, promote new videos, and more by 

creating ads that focus on the objectives most important to their business (Twitter, n.d.). Similar to 

Facebook, despite being a very popular platform, influencers on Twitter have a very low engagement 

rate per post of only 0,046% (Rival IQ, 2018). Status posts is by far the best way to drive engagement 

on Twitter for influencers. Photo, video and link posts are not nearly as effective. 

Instagram: Instagram was launched in 2010 and today it has over one billion monthly active users, 

over 500 million daily active users and over 400 million active users who post stories (Instagram, 2019). 

Instagram has become an increasingly popular medium for influencer marketing. As aforementioned 

people with over 1000 followers are considered to be micro-influencers. According to Mention’s 

Instagram report (2018) a little over 30% of Instagram users have over 1000 followers. That means 

that of the 500 million Instagram users, there are around 150 million who can call themselves 

influencers. However, when advertisers look for influencers to work with it is important to examine 

the followers. For a small amount of money, people can buy followers, meaning that not everyone 

who have a large number of followers are actually influencers. When people buy followers, many of 

those followers are actually bots or fake accounts. These bought followers usually do not engage with 

the influencer and if they do it´s often in the form of spam advertisements posted in the comment 

section (Influencer Marketing Hub, 2019). According to Rival IQ (2018) influencers on Instagram have 

a 1,87% engagement rate per post. Carousel and photo posts receive almost twice the engagement 

as video posts on Instagram. 

Snapchat: Snapchat is also a very popular medium for influencers. According to Statista (2019) in the 

second quarter of 2019 there were 203 million daily active users worldwide on Snapchat. When 

Snapchat introduced the story feature, influencers began to emerge on the medium. From an 

influencer marketing perspective, Snapchat is very similar to Instagram. Influencers gain an audience 

base that is interested in what the influencer is doing e.g. fashion, hunting, cooking etc. The main 

difference is that Snapchat stories can only be viewed for 24 hours while on Instagram the stories can 
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be saved for later views. A big difference between Instagram and Snapchat from a marketer 

perspective is that anyone can see how many followers an influencer has on Instagram while Snapchat 

is more private. On Snapchat, only the person who owns the account can see how many people view 

their stories. This can make it hard for advertisers to know what kind of audience base the influencer 

has. 

YouTube:  YouTube is a massive platform with over 1,9 billion logged in monthly users where users 

watch over billon hours of video (YouTube, n.d.) YouTube is a popular platform for many influencers 

that specialize in all kinds of fields e.g. sport, fashion, make up products, video games etc. Influencers 

on YouTube acquire their followers based on the field their videos are in. YouTube’s mission is to “give 

everyone a voice and to show them the world” (YouTube, n.d.) It´s interesting that YouTubers do not 

get much money from YouTube despite high number of views. Most of their salary comes from 

advertisements, which means they are willing to co-operate with brands. The pay-out from 

advertisement depends on a variety of things e.g. location and demographics of viewer, type of 

advertisements, popularity of the channel etc. However, the influencers must have a substantial 

following for brands to want to co-operate with them (Blogging Ocean, 2019). Influencers on YouTube 

are therefore very invested in their followers and encourage them to like, comment and subscribe to 

their channels.  

Word of mouth 

Word-of-mouth (WOM) refers to the sharing of information from one person to another. WOM is 

often distributed by opinion leaders. An opinion leader is defined as a “person within a reference 

group who, because of special skills, knowledge, personality, or other characteristics, exerts social 

influence on others” (Kotler & Armstrong, 2010, p. 165). According to Hughes et al. (2019) consumers 

are relying more on peer-to-peer communication, thus, influencer marketing is becoming a more 

important component of companies’ digital marketing strategies with almost 75% of marketers using 

influencer marketing to spread word-of-mouth about their products on social media. Influencers are 

opinion leaders that specialise in a specific field. Influencers have many interested followers that listen 

carefully to what they have to say. Because they can reach so many interested people, they are a great 

choice for buzz marketing, which can stimulate WOM. For example, influencers can talk to their 

followers and tell them about a product. People usually follow influencers because they care about 

what they are doing, and because they are interested in what they do, they are more likely listen to 

what they say. When the followers have become interested in the product, they often talk to their 
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friends about it, generating WOM, which then has a snowball effect where these friends tell their 

friends etc. 

Electronic word-of-mouth (eWOM) is becoming increasingly important for consumers regarding 

products and services. Consumers trust online product reviews more than sellers’ advertisements. 

(Qahri-Saremi & Montazemi, 2019).  EWOM refers to “accepting the information and 

recommendations contained in an eWOM message, which consequently influence consumers’ 

cognitive and behavioural tendencies toward pertinent products/service” (Qahri-Saremi & 

Montazemi, 2019, p. 970). Influencers can provide these online product reviews on their platform but 

there are also many platforms for consumers to exchange information with each other and post and 

read reviews about product and services. Yelp is a popular site for consumers to participate in eWOM. 

On Yelp consumers can post reviews and find reviews from other consumers about restaurants, 

dentists, plumbers etc. They can also rate products and services and post pictures that other 

consumers can see. Reddit also provides a platform for eWOM. On Reddit people can ask all kinds of 

questions and other people answer it. These answers can then be upvoted if people agree with them. 

On Reddit there is a feature called subreddit where the discussion is more focused on a single topic. 

These sites can be very beneficial for brands if people talk positively about them, but they can also 

have a very negative impact if people talk negatively about them. 

The Icelandic tourism business has grown a lot over the last years which is partially because of WOM 

and eWOM. On Instagram #Iceland has grown exponentially since 2014. In 2014 #Iceland had around 

300.000 posts. In August 2019 #Iceland had over 11 million posts. A survey by Schofields Insurance 

(2017) showed that 40,1% of UK adults aged between 18 and 33 claimed that their choice of holiday 

destination was partially driven by how ‘Instagrammable’ it is. The official tourist board for Iceland 

has noticed that a lot of people first become aware of Iceland through social media (Schofields 

Insurance, 2017). Sveinn Birkir Björnsson, the director of communications at Promote Iceland claims 

that 85-90% of tourists in Iceland visit the country to see the nature (Global News, 2018). The 

magnitude of beautiful pictures of the Icelandic landscape on Instagram has created a strong positive 

eWOM and WOM and can therefore be assumed to have had an impact on the Icelandic tourism 

boost. 
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Meaning transfer model 

One of the biggest challenges for advertisers, concerning celebrity endorsers, is to transfer the positive 

qualities, or meanings, from the endorser over to the product. McCracken (1989, p. 310) defines 

celebrity endorser as “any individual who enjoys public recognition and takes advantage of this 

recognition by appearing with consumer good in an advertisement”. Today these celebrities also 

include individuals who gained their recognition through social media (Erfgen, Zenker & Sattler, 2015). 

As aforementioned, there is a difference between celebrity endorsement and influencer marketing. 

Although most influencers do not possess the same recognition as celebrities, it is assumed that this 

theory is applicable for influencers too because of their close connection to their followers. The 

meaning transfer process (McCracken, 1989) shows how meanings can be transferred from a celebrity 

to a product and from a product to the consumer. According to McCracken (1989) celebrities develop 

a particular image in the culture, that is constructed from their position and image in media. People 

start to associate certain meanings to the celebrity and when the celebrity starts endorsing a product, 

with the right marketing, these meanings can transfer to the product. Because of this transfer of 

meaning, consumers will buy the product in the hope these meanings transfer to them and other 

people will start to associate these meanings to them (Sertoglu, Catli, & Korkmaz, 2014). The meaning 

transfer model can be very beneficial to companies launching new products. When consumers have 

not associated any meaning to the product, the company can work with a celebrity endorser that 

possesses the desirable meanings the company wants to associate with the product (Johansen & 

Guldvik, 2015). According to the meaning transfer process the consumer can then transfer these 

meanings to himself (McCracken, 1989). The three stages of the meaning transfer process can be seen 

in figures 3, 4 and 5 at each stage. 
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Stage 1 

 

Figure 3: McCracken meaning transfer stage one (McCracken, 1989, p.315) 

The first stage of the meaning transfer process is to find the right endorser who possesses the desired 

meanings for the product. Here, advertisers must consider how the celebrity is perceived in the 

culture, how well he can connect with the target audience, if he fits the product, etc. There are many 

benefits of using celebrity endorsement in advertising and according to McCracken (1999) they are a 

better choice than anonymous models or actors. Anonymous actors and models offer demographic 

information like age, gender, status, etc., but these meanings are quite vague and blunt. Celebrity 

endorsers will provide the same meanings, but with more precision, power and depth. “Furthermore, 

celebrities offer a range of personality and lifestyle meanings that the model cannot provide” 

(McCracken, 1989, p. 315). 

It is interesting that celebrities, especially actors, often don’t realize how important their defining 

meaning is to consumers. For example, many actors have a fear of being type-casted, which is when 

they always play a similar character with similar characteristics in tv shows or movies. Actors don’t 

what to play the same role over and over again, but they may not realize that they possess certain 

qualities or meaning that producers think is a good fit for their target audience (McCracken, 1999).  
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Stage 2 

 

Figure 4: McCracken meaning transfer stage two (McCracken, 1989, p.315) 

The second stage of the meaning transfer process is to transfer the desired meanings of the celebrity 

to the product. When advertisers have decided which meaning or meanings they want to associate 

with their product, they find a celebrity that possesses these meanings to hire as an endorser. These 

meanings can be athleticism, beauty, intelligence, humour, etc. It is then up to the advertising 

campaign to identify and deliver these meanings to the product. No celebrity is perfect, and they can 

possess meanings that are not desirable for a specific product or service. The challenge for advertisers 

is to capture only the desired meanings of the celebrity and to keep out the unwanted meanings that 

are not sought for the product or service. This is usually done by adding people, objects and context 

that have the same desired meaning as the celebrity (McCracken, 1989). For example, when Nike uses 

Cristiano Ronaldo to endorse a new pair of football shoes, they don´t just make the advertisement 

where he sits in a chair, talking about the shoes. They fill the advertisement with other football players, 

objects and context like a football pitch to get the desired meaning for the product. The advertisement 

must be designed so that the consumer can see these desired meanings clearly and accept that the 

celebrity’s meanings have transferred to the product (McCracken, 1989). 
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Stage 3 

 

Figure 5: McCracken meaning transfer stage three (McCracken, 1989, p.315) 

The last stage of the meaning transfer process is based on transferring the meanings that are now 

associated with the product to the consumer. Celebrities have a role in this last step because they 

have created a strong public image of an attractive person who has reached his or her goals. This ‘self’ 

that the celebrity has created, makes him or her a role model that inspires the consumer. The 

consumer sees that the celebrity has reached his or her goals and associates the product as a tool for 

him to reach his goals (McCracken, 1989). “Before being endorsed by celebrities, products had sole 

product category images, but when endorsed by celebrities, they took on the images of each celebrity” 

(Erdogan, 1999, p. 307). Consumers are constantly looking for products associated with positive 

meanings to improve their self-image. Nike has a lot of celebrity endorsers including Cristiano 

Ronaldo, Kobe Bryant, Serena Williams, and many others. They have celebrity athlete endorsers in 

most sports and the consumer sees these successful athletes using Nike products that have taken on 

the meanings of this celebrity they admire, and purchase it thinking that these meanings will transfer 

to them. This last stage can be difficult because it is not enough for the consumer to simply own the 

product to possess its meanings. The consumer must use the product and care for it to be able to claim 

the meanings and then work with them (McCracken, 1989).  
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The source credibility model 

The source credibility model argues that the perceived level of expertise and trustworthiness in an 

endorser are the key elements to an effective message. “Information from a credible source can 

influence beliefs, opinions, attitudes, and/or behaviour through a process called internalisation, which 

occurs when receivers accept a source influence in terms of their personal attitude and value 

structures” (Erdogan, 1999, p. 297). Hall (2017) describes influencer marketing as endorsement on a 

micro level, compared to celebrities. The question is, are influencers perceived as credible as 

celebrities despite this micro level status? Lou and Yuan (2019, p. 67) suggested that influencer 

credibility could positively affect followers’ trust in influencer generated branded posts and by 

extension brand awareness and purchase intention. 

For endorsers to be considered trustworthy they must be perceived by the target audience as honest, 

believable, and dependable. When companies are selecting an endorser, they look for an individual 

who possesses these qualities and is generally considered trustworthy (Erdogan, 1999). 

Expertise refers to the knowledge, experience or skills the endorser possesses. “Expertise is defined 

as the extent to which a communicator is perceived to be a source of valid assertions” (Erdogan 1999, 

p. 298). The endorser does not necessarily have to be an expert on the product or service he endorses. 

What matters is that the target audience perceive him as an expert. According to Parmar and Patel 

(2015, p. 129) “the level of perceived celebrity expertise should predict celebrity endorser 

effectiveness”. An endorser that consumers perceive as an expert is considered more credible and is 

more likely to influence the consumers buying process (Erdogan, 1999).  

Influencers have been considered a good source of credibility because consumers can relate better to 

them than for example a celebrity endorser. Influencers have been claimed to be more trustworthy 

than celebrities because consumers find them more relatable and easier to engage with (Djafarova & 

Rushworth, 2017). Although there is also an argument that influencers are not more trustworthy than 

celebrities (Johansen & Guldvik, 2017), it is assumed that influencers possess enough trustworthiness 

to be deemed credible by consumers. 

Although influencers might not be considered as much of an expert as celebrities in many fields, they 

might be considered experts in some fields. For example, a fitness influencer may not be considered 

as much of an expert in working out as a famous CrossFit athlete. But influencers can be found in so 

many fields like computer games or even cleaning equipment. Those influencers might be perceived 
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as experts in their fields by their followers. Therefore, influencers expertise is assumed to have an 

effect on their credibility. 

Source credibility has been criticised for being a subjective concept. To respond to that criticism 

Ohanian (1990) constructed a tri-component celebrity endorser scale. This scale assumes that the 

credibility and effectiveness of using celebrities can be measured by giving characteristic dimensions 

that Ohanian considered to be the basis to attractiveness, trustworthiness and expertise (Erdogan, 

1999, p. 299) 

The source attractiveness model 

Attractiveness is an important factor of credibility (Sertoglu, Catli, & Korkmaz, 2014). The source 

attractiveness model suggests that advertisers should find a celebrity endorser that is attractive to get 

the dual effects of celebrity status along with the physical appeal (Erdogan. 1999). According to 

Erdogan (1999, p. 299) “physically attractive communicators are more successful at changing believes 

and generating purchase intentions than their unattractive counterparts”. Kahle and Homer (1985) 

studied the physical attractiveness of the celebrity endorser and found that attractiveness had a 

positive impact on brand recall. However, it was unclear if that was due to their status as a celebrity 

or because of their attractiveness. 

The source attractiveness model states that “the effectiveness of a message depends on similarity, 

familiarity and liking for an endorser” (Erdogan, 1999, p. 300). Erdogan (1999, p.300) defines similarity 

as “a supposed resemblance between the source and the receiver of the message, familiarity as 

knowledge of the source through exposure, and likability as affection for the source as a result of the 

source’s physical appearance and behaviour”. It is assumed that influencers are more relatable to 

consumers than celebrities (Djafarova & Rushworth, 2017), and that might have an effect on the 

familiarity factor of source attractiveness. 

Attractiveness does not only apply to the physical appearance, but also includes many positive 

characteristics e.g. intellect, charisma, ethical conduct, etc. that the consumer might perceive in a 

celebrity endorser. However, most advertisers use endorsers that are physically attractive. One of the 

reasons for this is the halo effect. The halo effect is a cognitive bias where people assume that because 

someone ranks high in one aspect, they will also rank high in other aspects (Erdogan, 1999). For 

example, when a manager is conducting a job interview and the person who is applying for the job is 

attractive, the halo effect suggests that the interviewer might assume that the applicant is smart and 

will be a good employee based on appearance. Therefore, when an endorser is attractive, consumers 
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might believe him because they will think he knows what he is talking about because he is attractive. 

Endorsers that meet these requirements are more likely to generate a positive image and are more 

effective in changing people’s attitudes and believes and engage them to purchase a product or 

service (Baker & Churchill, 1977). 

Patzer (1983, p. 230) introduced the truth-of-consensus method to measure attractiveness. “This 

method is based on the premise that judgments of physical attractiveness are necessarily subjective, 

and that such judgments are formed through Gestalt principles of person perception rather than single 

characteristics”. A person is rated high or low on attraction by a large number of judges and is 

interpreted to represent that high or low level of attraction (Patzer, 1983). 

Product match-up hypothesis 

When a celebrity is endorsing a product or service it´s important that the consumer understands the 

connection between the celebrity or influencer, and the product or service. When the connection is 

not clear it can lead consumers to believe the celebrity or influencer is only endorsing the product 

because he/she is being payed to do so and therefore loses his/her credibility (Till & Shimp, 1998). The 

product match-up hypothesis suggests that the determinant of the match between the brand and the 

celebrity depends on how well the brand fits into the celebrities perceived image. Misra & Beatty 

(1990) found that when a brand and a celebrity do not match-up, the transfer of effect does not 

appear to take place. The recall of brand information is also significantly higher when the celebrity is 

congruent with the brand (Erfgen, Zenker & Sattler, 2015). Schouten et al. (2019) found that a good 

product-endorser fit positively affected trustworthiness, credibility and a positive attitude towards 

the advertisement. Till and Busler (2000) examined the product match-up hypothesis and whether 

attractiveness or expertise was a more relevant factor to the match-up. They found that although 

attractiveness is important, expertise is more appropriate when matching a product with a celebrity. 

The attractiveness is partly based on the physical attributes of the endorser, but it is also based on 

how well the endorsers’ whole image matches the product. For example, when athletes are promoting 

health related products, it helps if they are in great physical shape but that is not enough. They need 

to have an image of a person who takes great care of their body and an expertise because they excel 

in their field. If a makeup artist, singer, or someone whose profession does not have a clear connection 

with the product would endorse the same health related product, they might possess the physical 

attributes, but not the credible expertise or image for consumers to see a clear product match-up. For 

influencers it is especially important that the product match-up is good. Influencers brand themselves 

in a specific field like beauty, fitness etc. If the product they endorse is outside of that field, their 
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followers might not perceive them as a credible information source (Schouten et al., 2019). Product 

match-up plays a significant role in other theories mentioned in this thesis like the meaning transfer 

and source credibility. It is therefore assumed to have a substantial effect on the consumers 

perception of the effectiveness of influencer marketing. 

Balance theory  

According to Szmigin and Piacentini (2015) attitudes are learned through experiences, are favourable 

or unfavourable, strong or weak, and don’t tend to change much. People must have a favourable 

attitude towards a brand for purchase to occur (Percy & Elliott, 2012). (Heider, 1958) suggests that 

people want to keep their attitude in balance. The balance theory works as a triangle where person A 

(consumer), is on one corner, person B (celebrity) is on the second corner, and an object (brand) is on 

the third corner. The person seeks a balance in attitude between these three elements. If they are 

unbalanced, the person will adjust his perception to restore balance (Szmigin & Piacentini, 2015).  The 

balance theory has been studied well with celebrities but not as well with influencers. People may not 

have as strong or weak attitude towards influencers as they do towards celebrities. If the attitude 

towards the influencer is not strong or weak enough it might not have any resulting effect on the 

consumers attitude towards the brand. If that is the case the balance theory might not be applicable 

to influencer marketing. 

When there is a positive attitude between two elements in the triangle, it is marked with (+) and a 

negative attitude is marked with (-). People want to keep their attitude in a positive balance. To better 

understand this, we incorporate a little algebra into this theory. If there is one (-) in the triangle, the 

persons’ attitude is not in balance. If there are two (-) in the triangle they are added together and 

become a (+) and the persons’ attitude is in balance (Fuller, 1974).  

(+) (+) (+) = + Balanced 

(+) (+) (-) = - Unbalanced 

(+) (-) (-) = + Balanced 

For example, if a brand is offering a product that a consumer does not like, that connection is marked 

with (-), because the attitude towards the product is negative. The brand hires a celebrity, which is 

generally liked and whose image fits well with the product, to endorse this product. The connection 

between the celebrity and the product is marked with (+) because it is positive. The consumer has a 

positive attitude towards the celebrity and the connection is marked with (+). Because there is one (-

) in the triangle, the consumers’ attitude is not in balance. If the consumers’ positive attitude towards 
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the celebrity is stronger than his negative attitude towards the product, the theory suggests that the 

consumer starts to adjust his attitude towards the product, changing the (-) to (+) and restoring 

balance. Although, if the consumer has a stronger negative attitude towards the product than positive 

attitude towards the celebrity, he might start to dislike the celebrity to restore balance. However, the 

balance theory can have a negative effect on the product if the celebrity is involved in a scandal or 

something that has a negative effect on the celebrities’ image. The consumer can start to develop 

negative attitude towards the celebrity and to restore balance he starts to dislike the product. It is 

therefore in the hands of the marketers to be aware of everything that might affect the celebrities’ 

image, and if the image is starting to become negative the brand needs to react quickly and cut ties 

with the celebrity (Szmigin & Piacentini, 2015).  

An example of this negative effect is when the Icelandic telecommunications company Nova got a 

famous edgy Icelandic comedian to promote the brand on Snapchat. He made inappropriate jokes 

where he handed his kids a toy knife and a toy gun on Snapchat that shocked many people and that 

resulted in a very negative discussion online about Nova. Nova commented in a Facebook post that 

they simply do not censor their Snapchat account and apologized. However, the damage was done, 

and they lost some customers. 

The balance theory can also work well for brands introducing new products. If the consumer has not 

formed any positive or negative attitude towards a product, a celebrity or influencer endorser they 

like, could make their attitude favourable towards the product. 

Related to the balance theory is the theory of cognitive dissonance which is “the state of having 

inconsistent believes and attitudes” (Szmigin & Piacentini, 2015, p. 205). People need consistency or 

consonance between their attitudes and their behaviour and will therefore adapt their behaviour to 

reduce dissonance (Szmigin & Piacentini, 2015). 

Vampire effect  

Sometimes when a brand chooses an endorser that is not right for the product or service a problem 

can arise called the vampire effect. Vampire effect is defined “as a decrease in brand recall for an 

advertising stimulus that features a celebrity endorser versus the same stimulus with an unknown but 

equally attractive endorser” (Erfgen, Zenker & Sattler, 2015, p. 155). When the connection between 

the brand and the celebrity endorser is unclear or abstinent, the risk of the celebrity overshadowing 

the brand rises and the audience tend to remember the celebrity but not the product. According to 

Misra and Beatty (1990) brand recall increases if the product and the endorser fit well together. This 
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means that the product match-up hypothesis could have implications on the vampire effect and a 

good fit between the product and the endorser could minimize the risk of vampire effect. Erfgen et al. 

(2015) research found that a clear compatibility and a strong cognitive link between the endorser and 

the product can minimize the risk of the vampire effect. When brands get well known celebrities to 

endorse a product, it is important that the product is the star of the advertisement, not the celebrity. 

Celebrities have a strong presence and are often used by brands to get people´s attention (Misra & 

Beatty, 1990). When the consumers’ attention has been caught, it is important that the product 

match-up and the advertisement work in a way which makes the consumer turn that attention away 

from the celebrity and towards the product. Studies have not examined if the vampire effect is 

applicable for influencer marketing. Influencers may not have as strong a presence as celebrities and 

therefore the vampire effect might not be present when influencer marketing is used. However, as 

aforementioned, product match-up could play a role in the vampire effect. So, if the product match-

up is poor in influencer marketing it might result in the vampire effect. 
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Theory of science  

The following section will present the scientific positioning of this thesis. The research approach, 

chosen methods for data collection, data collection errors and the methods of data analysis will be 

explained. This will help the reader get into the researcher’s mindset when reading the thesis and 

increase the reader’s understanding of the thesis.  

Ontology 

“Ontology is concerned with nature of reality” (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2009, p. 110).  The 

ontological approach in this thesis is subjectivism. “The subjectivist view is that social phenomena are 

created from the perceptions and consequent actions of social actors concerned with their existence.” 

(Saunders et al., 2009, p. 111). The social actors studied in this thesis are social media users of the 

millennial generation. Their different interpretations and perceptions may be the result of their own 

view of the world and are likely to affect their actions. It is in the researcher’s hands to understand 

this subjective reality of these social actors to make sense of and understand their motives, actions 

and intentions in a meaningful way (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 111) 

Epistemology 

“An epistemological issue concerns the question of what is (or should be) regarded as acceptable 

knowledge in discipline” (Bryman, 2012, p. 27). The epistemological approach in this thesis is 

described as interpretivism. Interpretivism claims that the researcher must understand the 

differences between humans in our role as social actors. The focus is on the difference between 

conducting research among people rather that objects. The social actors interpret their everyday roles 

based on the meaning they, and society, has given to these roles (Saunders et al., 2009). In this thesis 

the social actors are as aforementioned social media users of the millennial generation. Their 

interpretations of their roles will be examined through non-standardised interviews.   

Hermeneutic perspective 

The focus of this thesis is on individuals and their interpretation and opinions. “The central idea behind 

hermeneutics is that the analyst of a text must seek to bring out the meaning of a text from the 

perspective of its author” (Bryman, 2012, p. 560). Hermeneutics is an interpretive method where 

understanding is derived from narrative. The aim of this thesis is to understand how the respondents 
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interpret influencer marketing. By applying a hermeneutic perspective, the interpretation and 

opinions of the individuals interviewed in this thesis will be based on the researchers’ perspective.  

Research design 

This section will outline the research design of this thesis. This thesis will make use of qualitative data 

in the form of non-standardised interviews with five respondents. Qualitative is used as a synonym 

for any data collection technique, like interviews, that provides non-numerical data. Since this thesis 

only uses qualitative data, the approach used can be described as a mono-method approach (Saunders 

et al., 2009). Although most qualitative researches do not provide as definitive a result as quantitative 

researches, they provide a deeper understanding to meanings and interpretations with interviews 

(Saunders et al., 2009). Qualitative studies have been criticised for being too subjective and dependent 

on the interpretations of the researcher (Bryman, 2012). However, since this thesis aim is to provide 

a deeper understanding of individual opinions and experiences, a qualitative approach is the suitable 

choice. The interviews conducted in this thesis are carried out interviewing five respondents of the 

millennial generation. The choice of respondents and the interview structure will be explained in the 

section of interviews, selection of respondents and interview guides. 

Research methods 

The research method in this thesis is a qualitative approach in the form of semi-structured interviews. 

The following sections will explore how the interviews will be conducted. 

Interviews 

This thesis makes use of non-standardised, semi-structured interviews. Saunders et al. (2009) 

recommend using non-standardised interviews when undertaking an exploratory study. When the 

researcher must understand the reasons for the respondents’ decisions, opinions and attitudes, a non-

standardised, qualitative research is applicable. This method provides the researcher the opportunity 

to probe specific answers and dig deeper into the underlying reasons so the respondents can build on 

their answers. This is especially important when adopting interpretivist epistemology, to understand 

the meanings respondents give to different phenomena. The researcher had a list of themes and 

questions to be covered. The order of questions may vary depending on the flow of the conversation. 

Additional questions may also be asked in order to provide more detailed answers from respondents 

(Saunders et al., 2009). 

This thesis contains five interviews with respondents of the millennial generation. This segment was 

chosen because people from that generation have grown up alongside social media and have a 
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stronger knowledge of those platforms than the older generations. The millennials are also old enough 

to have the financial freedom to purchase what they want. The younger generation is assumed to be 

too young to be engaging in purchases for themselves and are still relying too much on financial help 

from their parents (Lussier & Hendon, 2018). 

Selection of respondents 

The selection of the respondents for this thesis was based on a non-probability, judgemental sampling. 

Judgemental, or purposive sampling enables the researcher to use his judgement to select 

respondents that will best enable him to answer the research question and meet his objectives 

(Saunders et al., 2009, p. 237). The judgemental sampling is often used when samples are small, like 

in this thesis. The type of judgemental sampling used in this thesis is called homogeneous sampling. 

Homogeneous sampling is used to focus on one particular sub-group where all members are similar, 

and it enables the researcher to study this group in depth. The logic behind choosing the respondents 

are based on the research question and how well the respondents could associate to the interview 

questions.  This thesis is exploring positive and negative effects of influencer marketing on consumers. 

Therefore, the respondents had to be old enough to be able to purchase products or services 

themselves without the help or permission of their parents. If they had to ask their parents for 

permission, the purchase decision would be up to their parents instead of them. They also had to be 

young enough to be very active on social media and consequently exposed to influencer marketing. 

Based on this premise, the millennial generation was chosen for this thesis. The millennials are a sub-

group with similar members that have grown up alongside the rise of social media and influencers. 

They are assumed to have a suitable knowledge of the phenomenon and are therefore ideal 

respondents to answer this thesis research question. The five respondents chosen for this thesis are 

two males and three females from the age of 24-31. 

However, it is important to point out that the data collected with non-probability sampling is often 

described as indicative rather than definitive. Since this thesis uses a qualitative non-probability 

approach, the results will not be definitive because it is not possible to know if this group represent 

the whole population. The result will indicate what positive and negative effects influencers have on 

consumers of the millennial generation and to open the door to further research which can be based 

on the results of this thesis (Saunders et al., 2009).  

Interview guides 

The interview guide shows how the five interviews will be conducted. In semi-structured interviews, 

the interview guide should contain fairly specific topics that relate to the research question and 
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suggestions to related questions (Bryman, 2012). The researcher should not rely too much on the 

interview guide, and if the opportunity presents itself, allow the interview to take an interesting 

direction that might benefit the research. Since there is only one group of respondents, the interview 

guide is the same for all respondents. The interview guide starts with the interviewer explaining the 

purpose of the interview, how long it will take and consent of recording. The respondents were also 

encouraged to let the interviewer know if they did not fully understand any questions. Kvale (2007) 

suggests that it is beneficial to interviews if they begin with neutral questions that respondents can 

easily answer like name, age and occupation. After these neutral questions have been asked, the 

interviewer started asking the topic related questions. When the topic related questions had been 

covered, the interviewer asked the respondents if there was anything they would like to add. Finally, 

the interviewer talked to the respondents about the interview and addressed the key points from the 

interview. In some interviews when the key points had been addressed the respondents had more to 

share on the topic. The interviewer took notes alongside the audio recording, so If the audio recording 

had been turned off at the end of the interview when the respondents wanted to add something, 

these comments were written down.  

The interview questions were constructed so the respondents would understand them, and 

theoretical concepts were explained. The explanation was not included in the transcription but written 

down as “(útskýrt)”. Most of the questions were open ended but the closed questions were followed 

up with other questions to dig deeper into the respondents’ answers. 

Data collection errors 

When data is collected it is important to try to avoid as many data collection errors as possible. A 

number of data collection errors could have affected this thesis and will be explored in this section. 

When semi-structured are conducted, a number of data quality issues can be identified. The lack of 

standardisation may lead to concerns about reliability. Reliability in qualitative research refers to the 

concern if other researches would reveal the same or similar information (Saunders et al., 2009). The 

concern of reliability is related to the issue of bias. Interviewer bias is “where the comments, tone or 

non-verbal behaviour of the interviewer creates bias in the way the interviewees respond to the 

questions being asked” (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 326). Related to interviewer bias is interviewee or 

response bias. This response bias can occur when the interviewees’ perception about the interviewer. 

The interviewee may also be sensitive about the lack of structure of certain themes and choose not to 

reveal certain information that could lead to follow up questions they are not prepared to answer. 
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This can lead to the respondent answering a question in a way that makes him socially desirable and 

only gives a partial picture of the situation (Saunders et al., 2009). 

The interviews were all conducted in Icelandic. This was done so the respondents did not have any 

problem communicating their answers. The interviews were then transcribed in Icelandic and 

translated to English in the analysis section. This could have affected the reliability, where some 

answers may have been altered slightly in the translating process. Although the interviews are 

conducted in Icelandic, none of the respondents are educated in the field of business or marketing. 

Therefore, they may not fully understand all concepts the interviewer used. To accommodate for that 

error, the interviewer asked every respondent to let him know if any questions or concepts were 

unclear to them. However, there is no way for the interviewer to be sure if the respondents followed 

this request. This may have affected the reliability and validity of the results. Respondents were also 

exposed to external interferences like them getting a text message, outside noises, etc. To minimize 

the risk of external interference, the interviewer conducted the interviews in a closed room where the 

respondents would feel comfortable and asked them to leave their phone in another room, (which 

they had no problem with doing). 

Secondary data 

The previous section has shown how primary data will be collected. This section will demonstrate the 

secondary data collection. The secondary data used in this thesis is the reanalysing of data that has 

been collected for some other purpose than this thesis (Saunders et al., 2009). The secondary data in 

this thesis is collected to support and build the interview questions to collect the primary data. 

Although the secondary data was not collected for the same purpose as this thesis, the results of those 

researches are useful when answering the research question. Most of the secondary data used are 

researches and articles within academic literature. These articles were selected from the database 

provided by Copenhagen Business School and the University of Iceland. The books used in this thesis 

were selected from the National library of Iceland. 

Transcription 

In this theses, five respondents took part in non-standardised interviews. These interviews were 

conducted in Icelandic to make it easier for the respondents to communicate what they wanted to say 

and to minimize the risk of them skipping something because they could not communicate it through 

English. These interviews were audio recorded and transcribed in Icelandic the same day they were 

recorded. The transcribed interviews were kept in separate word documents and included both 

answers from the respondents and the questions from the interviewer. This thesis applies a linguistic 
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perspective in the transcription process (Kvale, 2007). Using the linguistic perspective, the oral 

interview is translated to written language. According to Kvale (2007) if the oral interview is translated 

literally it will result in hybrids and artificial constructions that is not adequate for the oral interview 

or written text. A few guidelines were made for the transcription. First, laughter and words like uhm 

where respondents were thinking about their answers were removed from the transcription. Second, 

pauses respondents took to answer were not specified. Third, misspoken words or sentences were 

fixed but the context was kept clear (Saunders et al., 2009). The transcribed interviews can be found 

in the Appendix. When all interviews had been transcribed, a new document was made where the 

interviewer collected key points and similar answers from respondents to identify answers that 

related to the research question. In many answers the respondents addressed meanings that also 

related to other questions. 

The Icelandic transcription was used, alongside the document including the broken-down meanings 

of the respondent’s answers, for the analysis of the thesis. The Icelandic quotes were translated to 

English by the interviewer and used in the analysis. 

Reliability and validity  

When a thesis is written it´s important to establish and assess the quality of the research through 

reliability and validity (Bryman, 2012). Reliability refers to the extent the research can be conducted 

again with consistent findings, using the same data collection techniques and analysis procedure 

(Saunders et al., 2009, p. 156). When reliability is established and assessed in qualitative studies, 

Bryman (2012) suggests examining internal reliability and external reliability.  

Internal reliability addresses the problem when there are two or more researchers conducting the 

research. This can be problematic because researchers might not agree about what they see and hear. 

Since this thesis has only one researcher, the internal reliability is very high. External reliability 

addresses the question if the research can be replicated with consistent findings (Bryman, 2012). 

Although repeated measurements of the same phenomenon will never have the exact same 

conclusion, they can have consistent findings (Carmines & Zeller, 2008). To achieve high external 

reliability data collection and process must be structured in a way other researches can replicate it 

(Saunders et al., 2009). This thesis has a non-standardised, semi-structured interview guide. Because 

of the nature of those interviews the order of topics covered and the structure of the interviews were 

not identical to each other. In some interviews follow up questions were asked to dig deeper into the 

respondent’s answer. This unstructured approach might have affected the external reliability to some 

extent.  
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To achieve high reliability and validity in a research, it is important to avoid as many data collection 

errors as possible (Bryman, 2012). As aforementioned in the data collection errors section, there are 

some factors that might have affected the reliability and validity of this thesis. 

“Validity is concerned with whether the findings are really about what they appear to be about” 

(Saunders et al., 2009, p. 157). As with the reliability, Bryman (2012) suggest establishing and assessing 

validity with internal and external validity. Internal validity addresses how good the match is between 

researches observations and the theoretical ideas developed. Bryman (2012) suggests that assessing 

credibility parallels with internal validity. Triangulation is used to assess credibility. With triangulation 

the researcher can analyse the research from multiple perspectives. In this thesis, theory triangulation 

was used where different theories were used to analyse and interpret data (Carter, Bryant-Lukosius, 

Dicenso, Blythe & Neville, 2014). 

External validity “refers to the degree of which findings can be generalized across social settings” 

(Bryman, 2012, p. 376). In qualitative studies, findings are usually not generalized but investigate 

motives, interpretations, opinions and feelings rather than relationships between constructs. People 

are different and therefore it is very difficult to generalize findings. In this thesis it is difficult to prove 

a high external validity. The small sample of respondents interviewed in this thesis are unlikely to 

represent the whole population. Bryman (2012) suggests that assessing transferability parallels with 

external validity. To achieve higher transferability this thesis produced thick descriptions. The thick 

description describes the setting, participants and themes of the study (Creswell & Miller, 2000). These 

descriptions can be seen in previous sections of theory of science. 
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Analysis 

The objective of this paper is to examine the positive and negative effects of influencer marketing on 

consumers. The following section will present the findings of five interviews with consumers that are 

all current on some social media platforms where influencers are frequently used for endorsement. 

The interview questions were constructed to examine the research question and the six sub-

hypotheses. To get an understanding of where the positive and negative effects may lie, the sub 

hypotheses presented will be examined where answers from the respondents are used to answer 

where the effects may lie. The sub hypotheses are: 

1. Does influencer marketing have a positive effect on consumer engagement? What are the key 

motivators for consumer engagement? 

2. Does influencer marketing increase brand awareness? 

3. Does influencer marketing effect the buying decision process of consumers? 

4. Does influencer marketing increase word-of-mouth? 

5. Are consumers aware of covert advertising and how do they react to it? 

6. Do the same theories apply for influencer marketing and celebrity endorsement? 

The first part of the analysis addresses the first five sub-hypotheses. The interview questions were 

constructed to address each hypothesis but answers to some questions did provide useful insight to 

other hypotheses. The second part of the analysis addresses the theories and models for celebrity 

endorsement. The questions were constructed to see if these theories and models are transferable to 

influencer marketing. 

Does influencer marketing have a positive effect on consumer engagement? What are the key 

motivators for consumer engagement?   

As aforementioned, it can be difficult to clearly understand the difference between a celebrity 

endorser and influencer. When respondents were asked if they could explain the difference, most of 

them could not see a clear difference, although they did imply that they trust influencers more. The 

biggest difference respondents saw between celebrity endorsers and influencers was that they think 

celebrities are always getting paid for their content. They also thought that the influencers were not 

often getting paid for their promotion but rather they were telling their followers what he/she 

genuinely thinks about the product or service. 
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Emil said: 

“With a celebrity endorser I assume they are always getting paid when they are talking about 

a product. With the influencers however, I think that they are just talking about a product they 

like and rarely getting paid for it. So, I think the influencers are more credible and that they 

contribute more to their advertising then the celebrity would” 

The other respondents had similar answers. They could not explain the difference between influencers 

and celebrities but agreed with Emil and thought influencers were more honest about the products 

they promoted and that they were not getting paid as often as celebrities. However, this is not the 

case. Many people don’t realise that influencers usually get free products or payment from brands to 

promote products or services. This misunderstanding could partly be explained by covert advertising 

when influencers do not make it clear to their followers that they are promoting a product or service. 

When the respondents had answered what they thought the difference between celebrity endorser 

and influencer was, the interviewer explained the difference to them so they could base their answers 

more on influencers than celebrities.  

The average time respondents spent every day on social media varied from day to day, but on average 

they spent around 1-3 hours every day on social media. Although they mentioned on some days, they 

spent more time than that. Instagram, Snapchat and Facebook were the most popular platforms, 

although one respondent hardly used Instagram.  When asked what platforms they use and why Íris 

said: 

“I use Facebook a lot for messenger, and I use both Instagram and Snapchat, but I use 

Instagram more because I find it more entertaining and I can control what I see. I mostly use 

Instagram to see entertaining content. I follow a few people who post inspirational content 

that makes me feel better when I am down or motivates me to exercise. But also, I just use it 

sometimes to kill time.” 

Emma agreed saying:  

“I use Instagram more than the other platforms because I have more control over what content 

I see there because I choose what people I want to follow, and they post content that I am 

interested in. I mainly use Instagram for entertainment but also for information. For example, 

I follow a few people that post cooking tips and recipes that I like and will use.  I also follow 

athletes for inspiration. I follow a few people on Snapchat but after the story feature on 

Instagram was added I don’t use it as much. I mostly use Facebook to talk to my friends.” 
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Guðrún also used Instagram more than the other platforms and said: 

“I use Instagram more than the other platforms because I find it the most entertaining 

platform. I can choose interesting people to follow and control what I see. I mainly use it for 

entertainment and I also follow athletes like the Icelandic CrossFit girls for motivation.” 

Haukur agreed with the others saying: 

“I use Facebook a lot but mostly just to talk to people and I also use Instagram a lot. I don’t 

use Snapchat as much as I used to. I use Instagram for entertainment and I also get information 

about hunting and other things I am interested in.” 

Emil was the only respondent that was not using Instagram frequently. But he added a new platform: 

“I use mostly Facebook, Reddit and Snapchat. I have an Instagram account, but I rarely use it. 

Of these platforms I use Reddit most. I can control what content I see, and I can talk to other 

people about the things I am interested in.” 

Based on these answers from the respondents, Instagram, Snapchat and Facebook are the most used 

Social media platforms. One respondent used Reddit more than the others. All respondents were 

following, or had some interaction, with influencers on these platforms. Interestingly, no respondent 

considered YouTube to be a social media platform and when asked none of them followed any 

influencer on YouTube. Although, Guðrún did mention later when asked about covert advertising that 

she did watch a lot of videos from one YouTuber, but she was not following her. They did however 

mention that they sometimes turn to YouTube if they need instructions on how to do something and 

to watch entertaining content. 

When the primary social media platforms respondents use had been established, in order to 

understand what motivates engagement for respondents it helps to see what kind of influencers they 

are following and how they engage with them. The respondents were following a wide range of 

influencers that based their following on hunting, food, yoga, fashion, humour, and more. The key 

motivators for engagement in this paper are entertainment, social integration, personal identity, 

information, remuneration and empowerment. 

The reasons for following these influencers varied, but based on the answers for the respondents, the 

most common motivators for engagement were entertainment and information. However, it can be 

inferred from the answers that personal identity and remuneration are also relevant motivators. 

“Personal identity is concerned with an individual's self-identity, which involves self-expression, 
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identity management, and self-fulfilment” (Tsai and Men, 20013, pp.78). Respondents mentioned that 

they view the material posted from many influencers for motivation. Íris also implied that personal 

identity was a motivator for her saying: “I sometimes see yoga instructors posting a challenging pose 

which I try to copy and if I am successful, I feel very good about myself.” All the respondents had 

participated in games on social media where they like, tag friends or share the influencers’ content. 

Only one respondent had ever won anything in these games, but the others still liked to play in the 

hope of winning. Emma said: 

“I participate in these games all the time. Most of the times I just like their posts or tag some 

of my friends on Instagram, but I never share the content on Instagram. However, I often share 

on Facebook. I have never won but I still like these games.” 

Guðrún had a similar answer saying: “I often participate in the like/tag games although I have never 

actually won anything. But I still like to play these games and sometimes I get excited on the day they 

select the winner. I´m sure I will win one day.” 

Haukur was the only one who had won in these games. He said: “I have participated in few games but 

only on Instagram. I won hunting gear once and after that I started to play more of these games, but I 

haven’t won again yet.”  

This indicates that remuneration is also a motivation for engagement. They all saw a potential in 

winning and when one respondent won, he started to play more games, thus increasing engagement. 

Although social integration and empowerment were not motivators for engagement for these 

respondents that does not mean that they are not relevant to engagement on social media.  

Does influencer marketing increase brand awareness?  

When brands get influencers to talk about their products, they can target a niche group. Influencers, 

in most cases, do not have the same number of followers as celebrity endorsers. But brands can work 

with many influencers for the same price as one celebrity. Additionally, since the influencers have a 

more niche follower base compared to the popular celebrities, when brands use influencers, they can 

focus their advertising and promotion on the right people. 

When asked if an influencer had increased or made them aware of any products, respondents all 

agreed that influencers had increased brand awareness for them. They mentioned that they were 

more likely to notice an advertisement from an influencer than other forms of advertisement because 

the influencer is usually showing products that they are interested in.  
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Emma said: 

“I think influencers have definitely increased my brand awareness for many products. For 

example, I follow one influencer on Instagram that cooks a lot and talks about food. She 

introduced me to a new olive oil that I always use now and really like. I also start to notice 

products in stores that I have seen influencers talk about.” 

Guðrún agrees with Emma that influencers had increased her brand awareness saying: 

“One influencer that talks about fashion and make up products introduced me to a skincare 

product called Drunk Elephant. She also made me more aware that this is a cleaner product 

made from natural ingredients so now I try only to use these kinds of products. I didn’t know 

anything about them before but now I recognize them when I go to the store. I think this brand 

awareness works because I know they post content that I´m interested in so I´m going to watch 

it”.   

The respondent’s answers imply that influencers are effective in increasing brand awareness. When 

the followers view content that influencers post, they assume that it has something to do with what 

they are interested in. So, if the influencer is talking about a new product that is in his field the 

followers are likely to be interested in it. 

Does influencer marketing effect the buying decision process of consumers?  

The five steps that make up the buying decision process are problem recognition, information search, 

evaluation of alternatives, purchase decision, and post purchase evaluation. There is also an additional 

stage called divestment which “refers to the way the consumer disposes of the product after use” 

(Blythe, 2008, p.54). To evaluate if influencers effect this process for consumers, the process was 

explained to them and then they were asked if they thought influencers affected any of the five steps 

for them. Answers to other questions concerning brand awareness, and if consumers had bought a 

product that they saw influencer advertising, also indicated if influencers could affect the buying 

decision process. 

The respondents agreed that influencers affected the first step in the buying decision process, 

problem recognition, where the consumer recognizes a problem or a need. 

Íris said that influencers definitely affected the problem recognition step for her: 

“They definitely affect the problem recognition for me. If I see an influencer that I follow is 

advertising something I almost always take a closer look at it although I don´t necessarily buy 
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it. I have to reason with myself and talk myself into that I shouldn’t buy it. But very often I see 

something that I didn’t know existed and suddenly want it. I also sometimes see products that 

are better for the environment and then I want to buy them instead of products that are bad 

for the environment”. 

Haukur thought that influencers could affect the first step. He also mentioned an interesting point. He 

had seen a product advertised before, but when he saw the influencer using the product and saw how 

the product was used, he wanted it more: 

“I think they can affect this first step where they make me realize that I want something. For 

example, one influencer I follow was talking about and showing a backpack that is great for 

hunting. I thought my old backpack had everything I needed but this one had features that I 

didn’t even know existed. I had seen it advertised before, but I didn’t understand how it 

worked. When I saw the influencer using the backpack, I understood how it worked and 

realized I wanted it, so I bought it. I also think that I wouldn’t bother watching a regular 

advertisement that showed the backpack, but because I usually like what this influencer is 

doing, I watched his Instagram story and saw how it was used.” 

Emma agreed with the others saying that influencers could affect the first step: 

“I would say that influencers can effect this problem recognition step for me. I often see some 

product influencer is advertising and realize that I want it. I also recognize the product when I 

go to the store and see it in the shelf there. Then I sometimes buy it because the influencer has 

talked about it an decide to try it. I have also seen an influencer talk about a product that is 

better for the environment that similar products. So, if I see that product in the store, I 

sometimes buy that mainly because it´s better for the environment.” 

 

Although respondents only thought that influencers could affect the first stage, the answers indicate 

that they might actually affect other stages. They talk about noticing a product in the store and 

knowing how it worked. This indicates that they have received information about the product and 

therefore the information search step has been affected. This also indicates that the product has 

entered the consumers’ consideration set when they are evaluating alternatives. Emma and Íris also 

mentioned that they are aware of products that are better for the environment and that they buy 

them instead of alternative products that are bad for the environment. This indicates that influencers 

have affected the additional stage, divestment, where the respondents decide to buy one product 
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instead of another if one product has a more damaging effect on the environment than another 

competing product. No respondent said that influencers affected their purchase decision. This may be 

because the respondents are only thinking about the influencer advertising the product and not the 

promotion. As aforementioned, advertising is more focused on turning the consumer towards the 

product while promotion inspires purchase decisions (Percy & Elliott, 2009). Although the respondents 

did not mention it, influencers could promote products with discount codes or coupons to inspire 

purchase decision.  

Does influencer marketing increase word-of-mouth? 

Word-of-mouth (WOM) refers to the sharing of information from one person to another. EWOM 

refers to when the information is shared online. Respondents agreed that influencers could affect 

WOM. Emil thought influencers increased WOM, but he also mentioned that his first choice of WOM 

information came from Reddit: 

“I think they can increase word-of-mouth. I´m not very active on social media but my friends 

and especially my girlfriend are often showing me something that influencers that they follow 

are promoting. The influencers are talking about how great the product is and my friends 

believe them, and I believe my friends, so I guess that this word-of-mouth started with the 

influencer. But for me, if I´m searching for information and reviews I usually go on Reddit. I can 

control everything I look at there and with influencers it´s mostly new products that I didn´t 

know about that they introduce me to.”  

Emil also had an example from work where they experienced a negative example of WOM from 

influencer: 

“I work at Whale tours and once we got an influencer to take one of our tours and post the 

experience on Snapchat. We have two types boats we use in our tours. One small that is very 

fast and can only carry a small amount of people. The other boat is very large and can carry 

over 100 people. The influencer went on the smaller boat and did talk about how great it was. 

However, he also talked about how no one should go on the large boat and how horrible they 

were. We get a lot more income from the larger boats and I heard people talking about how 

this influencer was saying that they shouldn’t go on the large boat. So, you could say that 

promotion backfired.” 

Guðrún mentioned that she and her friends talk about influencers when they get together: 
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“I often talk to the people around me about products or services that I see influencers talk 

about. When me and my friends get together, we often discuss products that we have seen 

influencers talk about and who has tried it.” 

Íris had a similar response to Guðrún: 

“I talk a lot to my friends about products that influencers I follow are promoting and I get really 

excited. I´m not necessarily telling them to buy the product but I show it to them because I find 

it very interesting, and sometimes I hear them telling other people what I told them. But it´s 

not always positive. Sometimes if I see a bad product or sometimes when an influencer is 

saying that a product is bad, I also tell my friends that.” 

Based on these answers, influencer marketing seems to have an effect on WOM. It often starts with 

the influencer telling their followers and then they tell their friends. 

Are consumers aware of covert advertising and how do consumers react to them? 

“Covert (or misleading) advertising takes place when the consumers do not realize what they 

are engaging in is actually a commercial communication. Covert advertisement is often 

encountered through native advertising. Native advertising is a form of advertisement where 

a brand, or a product, is marketed in a way that is similar to the editorial content on the 

platform itis presented” (Gürkaynak, Kama & Ergün, 2018, p. 17). 

All respondents but one said they knew what covert advertising is. However, many of them thought it 

only applied for influencers when they had received money for talking about a product. When they 

knew the influencers had gotten product or services for free and did not mention it anywhere, they 

did not realise that this is also a covert advertisement.  

When the respondents were asked if they thought they could tell when they were looking at a genuine 

post from an influencer and when they were looking at an advertisement, they often had a hard time 

telling the difference. Emma said: 

“It´s often very hard to know when I´m looking at an advertisement. Especially with influencers. 

Many of them put the #ad where it´s very hard to notice, and sometimes they don’t put the 

#ad at all. You have to look very closely at the picture to notice this.” 

Emil also had a hard time telling when a post is sponsored: 
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“I have a very hard time telling when I´m seeing an advertisement. For example, if I see an 

influencer on a holiday, I often think they might be advertising some trip or something, but I 

don´t know. It´s a grey area.” 

Guðrún mentioned the covert advertising problem that has been talked about a lot in Iceland and how 

she has seen influencers react to it: 

“I can´t tell when they are advertising and when they are not. People have been talking a lot 

about this covert advertising and I have seen influencers that I follow talk about how other 

influencers should always put the #ad. But I feel like they are just talking about it and not doing 

it because I have seen a lot of posts from them that I think is an advertisement but there are 

no notifications from them either.” 

Haukur could not tell either when he was looking at an advertisement. He also mentioned an 

influencer who he knew was not putting the #ad on her posts: 

“I can´t tell at all. I know one influencer who was buying an apartment and got a lot of her 

furniture from sponsors. But I looked at her post the other day and there weren’t any #ad 

notifications on those pictures. I´ve heard a lot of other examples of influencers who are not 

letting followers know when they are in co-operation’s, then I just lose all faith in them.” 

Based on these answers the respondents clearly have a hard time telling when a post is sponsored. 

When the respondents were asked if they trusted an influencer when they knew he was getting paid 

to talk about a product or service, they agreed that although they might not trust him as much as the 

non-sponsored posts, they would trust him a lot less if they found out later that he was using covert 

advertising. They also mentioned the importance of influencers not advertising too many products. 

Emma said: 

“I´m not sure if I would trust him less if I knew a post was sponsored. When I see the #ad I´m a 

lot more critical at what I am looking at compared to when I don´t see it. However, if I were to 

find out later that the influencer was advertising something and didn’t tell me, he would lose 

all credibility. They magnitude of advertisements is also very important for me. If there are too 

many advertisements, I think the influencers loses credibility, especially if he is advertising a 

lot of different products, then I just think he is trying to make as much money as possible.” 

Haukur said that he wouldn’t trust the influencer as much if he knew a post was sponsored: 
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“I would trust him a lot less. Because I know that it´s not 100% him talking about a product he 

likes. But he has to let me know when he is advertising something. If he doesn’t, I will just stop 

following him.” 

Guðrún said that she wouldn’t trust influencers as much as celebrities when she knew they were 

getting paid: 

“I wouldn’t trust influencers as much as celebrities because I know the influencer depends more 

on advertisement than the celebrity. For example, I would trust an athlete like the CrossFit girls 

I´m following a lot more than a food blogger if they were both advertising the same healthy 

food. I know that the CrossFit girls wouldn’t eat or drink just anything, because their main 

focus is to be great at CrossFit. But I would think the influencers’ main focus is just making 

money. 

Guðrún mentioned an example of a skincare YouTuber that she didn’t watch if she saw that her videos 

were sponsored: 

“There is one girl on YouTube that I watch a lot. She talks about skincare products and when I 

see a disclaimer that a video is sponsored, I never watch them anymore because it´s so obvious 

that she is only doing it for the money. There was one video she posted that was sponsored 

where she talked for 14 minutes about night-time skincare products from one brand. She went 

on and on about how great these products are and that she used them. I have seen a lot of her 

videos and she has already posted a video where she is showing her night-time routine. She 

used none of those products she was talking about, so I know she was not honest in this 

sponsored video. But I do trust her when she is sponsored by a store like Wall Mart or Sephora 

because they have a wide selection of products so she can pick those products that she actually 

likes from the brands she likes.”  

Íris also didn’t trust influencers as much when she knew they were getting paid to talk about a product 

or service: 

“I think I would trust them less because I know they are getting paid and then I don´t find it as 

credible. If I would find out later that it was an advertisement it would bother be. I trust them 

more when they advertise something because they genially want to rather than because they 

get paid to do it. I would also trust them more if they don’t advertise too many products or too 

often.” 
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Do the same theories apply for influencer marketing and celebrity endorsement? 

The second part of the analysis explores if the main theories and models for celebrity endorsement 

are transferable to influencer marketing. 

Meaning transfer 

According to the meaning transfer process (McCracken, 1989), meanings can be transferred from a 

celebrity to a product and then the consumer can transfer these meanings that have been associated 

with the product to himself. The question is, does this also work with influencers that have not 

achieved the same celebrity status? 

Based on the respondents’ answers, it seems that influencers are not as effective in transferring 

meaning. Respondents mentioned that they had felt this meaning transfer effect with celebrities, 

especially when they were younger, but not with influencers. When asked if they had associated any 

positive or negative qualities of a product with the influencer that they had then transferred to 

themselves, Emil said: 

“I think I did it more when I was younger. When I saw Ronaldo in advertisements wearing new 

football shoes, I wanted them, and I felt like I was quicker and a better player when I was 

wearing them. But I haven’t felt this feeling with influencers, maybe because I don’t look up to 

them like I did with Ronaldo.” 

This is an interesting thought. It could be that celebrities are better at transferring meaning to 

consumers because consumers look more up to the celebrities and want to be like them. Emma agreed 

with Emil and talked about the meaning transfer working better when she was younger. She said: 

“No, I don’t think I have felt that since I was young. When I was young, I looked up to celebrities 

and wanted to be like them, so I bought products that they were using because I felt that made 

me like them. But today I try to criticize what I look at and I know that a product doesn’t make 

me like them. If I buy a product that they are advertising, it´s because I think it´s a good product 

but it´s not to be like them anymore.” 

Guðrún was the only respondent who felt the effects of meaning transfer. She mentioned an 

influencer that specializes in cleaning and said that when she buys products that she promotes, she 

feels like they are better equipped for cleaning. However, this may also just be because she thinks this 

influencer is a credible source and therefore the products are good. She does not say that the products 

make her like this influencer. 
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It could be that with the rise of influencers and so many people are trying to sell consumers something 

today, consumers are becoming more critical of what they are looking at. Before social media, people 

weren’t as exposed to advertisements. Now they see them almost every time they check Instagram 

or Facebook and are more critical when watching advertisements. This could partly explain the reason 

they felt the meaning transfer effect more when they were young.  

Source credibility 

The source credibility model argues that the perceived level of expertise and trustworthiness in an 

endorser are the key elements to an effective message (Erdogan, 1999). The respondents said that 

credibility was very important, but it varied how credible they thought influencers were. Product 

match-up was very important for the respondents. If they thought that the influencer was not using 

the product, they said that the influencer would lose credibility. The magnitude of advertisement was 

also important. If the influencer was advertising a lot of product, they thought they were not as 

credible. Emma said: 

“I think some influencers are way more credible than others. Some influencers say ‘ooh these 

are amazing pants and you should definitely buy them’, but then you see that there is a very 

small and hard to see #ad or #cooperation hidden in the corner that shows that they are 

getting paid to say this. I also think it´s important how many products they are advertising. 

They can’t have every post sponsored. At least for me that makes them lose credibility. But still 

I find a lot of them very credible because they are much more like ordinary people compared 

to celebrities.” 

Haukur agrees with Emma saying that some influencers are more credible that others: 

“I think some influencers are credible. But for example, one influencer I follow got a free car 

from a car agency and I know for a fact that this is not a good car. But because he got it for 

free, he is always talking about how great that car is. When he does that, I think he loses some 

credibility and then I don´t think he is as credible when he is talking about other products that 

might actually be good. I also think that when the influencer is advertising to many products, 

he can lose his credibility. If he is talking about a new product every day, I don’t believe 

anything he says. Like with the car. It´s not only that I know that it´s not a good car. But on the 

same day he talks about how great that car is he is also advertising like two or three other 

products. So at least for me that doesn’t make him very credible.”  
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Source attractiveness 

The source attractiveness model suggests that advertisers should find a celebrity endorser that is 

attractive to get the dual effects of celebrity status along with the physical appeal. Attractiveness does 

not only apply to the physical appearance, but also includes many positive characteristics e.g. intellect, 

charisma, ethical conduct, etc. that the consumer might perceive in a celebrity endorser (Erdogan. 

1999). Source attractiveness did not seem to be very important to the respondents. For the female 

respondent’s physical attractiveness seemed to matter most with fitness models for inspiration. 

Guðrún also mentioned that it´s not only physical attractiveness that mattered to her: 

“I think it´s important for them to have attractive qualities, but that does not necessarily have 

to be good looks. Some influencers I follow are funny, which I find attractive. I think they need 

to possess some x factor that makes them attractive but that can be a lot of things.” 

Attractiveness did not seem to matter to the male respondents. 

Product match-up 

The product match-up hypothesis suggests that the determinant of the match between the brand and 

the celebrity depends on how well the brand fits into the celebrities perceived image. Based on the 

answers from respondents, product match-up is the most important factor for influencer marketing. 

Product match-up affects credibility, trustworthiness, meaning transfer, and more. Emma said: 

“I think it´s very important that the influencer and product match. For example, I find it very 

weird when I see food blogger advertising make up products. But I expect them to talk about 

food or restaurants and then I listen to what they say. When I don´t see a connection between 

the influencer and product I don´t pay any attention to them because I´m not following an 

influencer that specializes in food to hear them talk about make up products. I feel like they 

lose a little credibility when they talk about products that they shouldn’t be talking about. So 

usually when I see them talk about something like that, I just scroll right over it.” 

Emil agrees with Emma and said that influencers could lose their credibility when they talk about a 

product that is not connected to their field: “I have to see a connection between the product and the 

influencer. When I see an influencer talk about a product that has nothing to do with him, I don´t 

believe anything he says, and he loses his credibility.” 

Haukur also talked about the importance of product match up for credibility: 
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“I think the connection between the product and influencer has to be clear if he wants anyone 

to buy the product. When the influencer is talking about a lot of products and some of them 

are not related to his field at all I don´t find him at all credible.” 

Guðrún mentioned credibility as well and she also talked about how she doesn’t even look at the 

product when it´s not related to the influencer: 

“I think there has to be a match. When you have been following an influencer for a while you 

kind of know what they are about to post and what the generally talk about. When I feel like 

they are talking about a product that is not related to them out of the blue, I just skip over it 

and don’t think they are a credible source for these kinds of products. For example, what is a 

makeup influencer supposed to know about food? So, if the connection doesn’t make sense to 

me, I just skip right over it and I don’t even remember what he was advertising a minute later.” 

Íris was very critical of the importance of product match-up. She had even stopped following an 

influencer when there wasn’t a connection between her and the product: 

“I think the product has to match their lifestyle. For example, I would find it very odd if one of 

the yoga influencers I follow would start adverting alcohol or something like that. I remember 

one example of that happening and I just unfollowed her because I thought that she was not 

credible anymore. I remember thinking how weird it was that she was advertising something 

that had nothing to do with her. I knew her to be a certain character and when she advertised 

something that was so out of her character, I thought it was so strange that I just unfollowed 

her.” 

Balance theory 

The balance theory (Heider, 1958) suggests that people want to keep their attitude in balance. The 

idea is that if a consumer likes an influencer, to keep his attitude in balance, advertisers can use that 

positive connection to make consumer like a product if the influencer says he likes it. This can also 

have a reverse effect if the consumer does not like the influencer. Based on the respondent’s answers, 

it seems that the balance theory has some relevance, but worked better with celebrities that 

influencers. They implied there were both positive and negative examples, but the respondents had 

more difficulties remembering a positive example. 

Emil could not think of an example where he liked or disliked a product because of an influencer, but 

he did mention a celebrity that had done that: 
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“I don’t remember any influencer that has had this effect. However, I remember that I wasn’t 

a fan of Nike football shoes. I always used Adidas shoes, but when I saw Ronaldo advertising 

Nike shoes, I really wanted them and after that I started to like Nike shoes.”  

Íris could not think of an example where balance theory had affected her, but she thought that it could 

affect her, both positively and negatively. Haukur did not think that this affected him at all. Emma and 

Guðrún both mentioned examples where the balance theory had a negative effect on them. Guðrún 

said: 

“Yes, I think this can affect me. I don’t remember any positive effect right now, but I remember 

one example of a negative effect. When the Nocco energy drink was first coming to Iceland I 

didn’t know anything about it. But then a few influencers that I really don’t like started to 

advertise it. Also, they can get exclusive flavours that are not available to the rest of us and 

then I don´t feel as connected to them. So, for a long time, every time I saw Nocco in the store 

I immediately thought of these influencers that I don’t like and as a result I started disliking 

Nocco.” 

Emma had a similar example: 

“Sometimes people who annoy me are advertising products and then I think about them when 

I see the product. I can think of few examples where I see a product and I only think of that 

annoying person that was advertising it and therefore I don’t buy it. So, I would think this 

affects me. But I think this could work positively as well although I don’t remember an example 

of that now.” 

Vampire effect 

Vampire effect is defined “as a decrease in brand recall for an advertising stimulus that features a 

celebrity endorser versus the same stimulus with an unknown but equally attractive endorser” 

(Erfgen, Zenker & Sattler, 2015, p. 155). In other words, the celebrity overshadows the product, so the 

consumer remembers the celebrity but not the product. The respondents agreed that if the product 

match-up was poor, they did not remember what the influencer was advertising. 

Emil said: 

“I usually remember the person that is advertising than the product especially if the product 

and the person advertising don’t match. But I feel like it´s more with celebrities than 

influencers. I can think of one example where a rapper was advertising some drink. I just 
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remember the rapper, but I don’t remember the drink because I thought it was so strange that 

he was advertising this drink”. 

Guðrún agreed with Emil and said that it depended on the product match-up: 

“If there is no connection between the product and influencer, I don´t even bother looking at 

it. Then I just remember that the person was advertising something weird, but I don’t 

remember the product. But I think more about it when a celebrity is advertising something 

weird. Usually I remember the celebrity better than the influencer when they advertise 

something strange.” 

Haukur said that this had more effect when a celebrity was advertising than influencers and that it 

depended on the product match-up: 

“I sometimes only remember the person when they are advertising something strange. For 

example, I remember George Clooney advertising some coffee. I remember thinking it was so 

weird and I don´t remember what brand of coffee this was, I just remember him. I didn’t see 

any connection between him and coffee. I also remember one Icelandic rapper advertising 

some technology stuff from Origo. I can´t tell you what he was advertising, I just remember 

that he was advertising it and that I found it very strange that a rapper was supposed to know 

something about technology.” 

Íris said it depends on product match-up: “I think maybe when the product and influencer don’t match, 

then I start to think why he or she is advertising this product and focus way more on that than the 

actual product”. 
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Discussion  

The purpose of the analysis was to examine the positive and negative effects of influencer marketing 

on consumers. This discussion section will highlight the key findings from the analysis and a discussion 

of the findings. The discussion will be presented where the sub-hypotheses will be answered, leading 

to answering the research question. As aforementioned in the theory of science section, the findings 

of this thesis are not definitive, but they do provide an insight and deeper understanding to the 

research question. 

Sub-hypothesis 1: Does influencer marketing have a positive effect on consumer engagement? What 

are the key motivators for consumer engagement?  

This study suggests that influencer marketing appears to have a positive effect on consumer 

engagement. Followers willingly choose to follow an influencer based on their interest on the 

influencers field. Followers know that they are likely to be interested in what the influencer is talking 

about and because of this, they are more willing to watch an advertisement from them than other 

forms of advertisements. The key motivators for the respondent’s engagement were entertainment 

and information. The respondents also indicated that personal identity and remuneration were 

motivating factors. However, they did not imply that social integration or empowerment were 

motivating factors for them.  

Sub-hypothesis 2: Does influencer marketing increase brand awareness? 

The respondents agree that influencer marketing can increase brand awareness. Based on the same 

logic as consumer engagement, followers are willingly choosing to follow an influencer because they 

are interested in their content and know that it might be something that they would enjoy. This makes 

them want to listen when the influencer is telling them about a new brand or product, thus increasing 

brand awareness and by extension brand equity. 

Sub-hypothesis 3: Does influencer marketing effect the buying decision process of consumers? 

Respondents did imply that influencer marketing could affect their buying decision process. There 

were however some steps more obvious to them than others. Based on their answers, influencer 

marketing has an effect on the first step, problem recognition, but they implied that it affects other 

steps as well. The second step where information is gathered, they mention that influencers have told 

them about the product, triggering their heightened attention level. The third step can also be 
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assumed to be affected. When they say they are evaluating alternatives and see a product an 

influencer has talked about they think about that. This means that the product has entered their 

consideration set. The respondents claim influencers do not affect their purchase decision, but that 

also might not be the case. Many influencers offer discount codes or coupons to promote purchase 

so although these respondents claim their purchase decision stet is not affected, it might have an 

effect on other consumers. The post-purchase evaluation step did not seem to be affected. Finally, 

influencers did seem to effect divestment where the respondents said that they had bought a product 

based on recommendations from influencers that it was better for the environment.  

Sub-hypothesis 4: Does influencer marketing increase word-of-mouth? 

The respondent´s answers imply that influencer marketing can increase WOM. The influencer starts 

the process with eWOM where he talks about a product on his social media platform. The followers 

view him as a credible source and believe that the product is good. After that, the consumer is often 

engaged in eWOM or WOM where he talks about this product with his friends or online. This also 

relates to influencers increasing brand awareness which is, based on these respondents, often 

achieved when the influencer tells a follower about a brand or a product and then this follower 

spreads this information through WOM. 

Sub-hypothesis 5: Are consumers aware of covert advertising and how do they react to it? 

Consumers are becoming increasingly aware of covert advertising. The respondents said they often 

found it very difficult to tell if an influencer was advertising a product. However, based on the answers 

from the respondents, there might be a reason why influencers are so reluctant to properly notify 

followers they are looking at an advertisement. The respondents said that they are much more critical 

when they know they are looking at an advertisement, but they lower their guard when they think 

they are not. They also said that when an influencer is advertising too many products, they found him 

less credible and trustworthy. Perhaps influencers are aware of this fact and hope that by not notifying 

their followers they can generate more sales for the brand they are advertising and still keep their 

credibility and trustworthiness. However, it was clear that the respondents want to know when the 

influencer is advertising products. If the respondents found out later that the influencer was not 

notifying them properly, they lost all credibility and trustworthiness. 
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Sub-hypothesis 6: Do the same theories apply for influencer marketing and celebrity endorsement? 

This section will be broken down into each individual theory to highlight the relevance of each theory. 

Meaning transfer 

The meaning transfer model did not seem to be as effective with influencer marketing as celebrity 

endorsement. This could be because influencers do not possess as strong meanings in the consumers 

mind as celebrities do. Celebrities have a strong presence and it is assumed that people look more up 

to celebrities an aspire to be like them rather than influencers. However, the respondents mentioned 

that they felt the effects of meaning transfer more when they were young. This could also be the result 

of them being more critical of what they are watching. When they were young, they were exposed to 

significantly less amount of advertising and were less critical about what they were watching. So, 

perhaps the meaning transfer model itself is not as effective for them today as it was then. 

Source credibility 

Although there were a low number of respondents, they all mentioned that they found most 

influencers credible. They did however imply that it is easy for influencers to lose their credibility. The 

respondents said that the influencer would lose his credibility and trustworthiness if he is not honest, 

when they use covert advertising, if they advertise products that have nothing to do with them or if 

they are advertising to many products. Djafarova´s and Rushworth´s (2017) argument that influencers 

are more influential, credible and relatable than traditional celebrities among young females did not 

seem to apply to these respondents. One female respondent even mention that she finds celebrities 

more credible than influencers. The respondents mentioned that they found influencers more 

relatable than celebrities but not more credible. 

 Source attractiveness 

Source attractiveness did not seem to matter to the male respondents. For the females, the physical 

attractiveness was only relevant for fitness influencers they followed for inspiration. For one female 

respondent, attractiveness was important but not in a physical way. If the influencer was funny, 

charismatic, or had some attractive personality features she found that attractive.   

Product match-up 

Of all the theories and models covered in this thesis, the product match-up appears to be the most 

relevant to influencer marketing. Consumers must see a clear connection between the product and 

the influencer. If the product match-up was poor, it had a negative effect on all models. Based on the 
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respondent’s answers, it appears that it was not only when the product the influencer was endorsing 

was outside of his fields that mattered. It was also important to the respondents that the influencer 

was not advertising too many products, especially products that were very different from each other. 

Then the respondents felt like the influencers were only advertising products for the money and that 

they lost credibility and trustworthiness.  

Balance theory 

Based on the respondent’s answers, the balance theory has some relevance in influencer marketing, 

but more relevance in celebrity endorsement. Similar to the meaning transfer model, influencers 

image and presence might not be strong enough to be able to change the consumers attitude. The 

respondents could not think of any example where an influencer had changed their attitude for the 

better towards a product. However, they did mention two examples where their attitude was negative 

towards a product because they disliked an influencer who was advertising that product.   

Vampire effect 

The vampire effect seems to appear more with celebrities than influencers. This could be due to 

celebrities having a stronger image and presence than influencers and are therefore more likely to be 

the ‘star’ of the advertisement. Influencers don’t possess the same image and presence and are 

therefore less likely to take over the advertisement. However, the respondents agreed that if the 

product match-up was poor they had noticed the vampire effect with both celebrities and influencers, 

although the effect was stronger with celebrities. 

Research question: What are the positive and negative effects of influencer marketing on 

consumers?  

After summarising these key findings, the research question can be answered. Influencer marketing 

clearly has an effect on consumers. The positive effects, based on the interviews, are that influencers 

have positive effects on consumer engagement, brand awareness, the consumer buying decision 

process, and word-of-mouth. Influencer marketing therefore has many positive effects on consumers. 

However, there is a problem concerning influencer marketing when covert advertisements are 

examined. When influencers fail to notify their followers that they are advertising a product or service, 

they risk their credibility and trustworthiness if their followers find out the truth. This can reflect 

poorly on the brands they were advertising for where consumers are not only angry at the influencer, 

but also the brand, therefore hurting their brand image. 
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The theories and models for celebrity endorsement varied in relevance for influencer marketing. 

Product match-up and source credibility stood out as the most important ones and are just as, or more 

relevant to influencer marketing as celebrity endorsement. The meaning transfer model, source 

attractiveness, balance theory and vampire effect showed some relevance to influencer marketing, 

but they seem to be more relevant to celebrity endorsement. This may be the result of the strong 

image and presence celebrities possess that influencers do not. This could also be the result of 

consumers being more critical of the content they view today. 
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Implications 

This section will present the practical and theoretical implications based on the collected information 

from the analysis and discussion of this thesis. 

Practical implications 

These practical implications provide suggestions for brands that are using influencer marketing on 

how to conduct their influencer marketing to reach the millennial generation. As aforementioned, 

since this thesis uses a qualitative approach, the findings of this thesis are not definitive, but they do 

provide brands an insight and deeper understanding to the research question. People spend a lot of 

time every day on social media and influencer marketing is therefore an ideal platform for brands to 

reach consumers. This thesis suggests influencer marketing can be used to increase brand awareness, 

consumer engagement and word-of-mouth. Influencer marketing also seems to affect some stages of 

the consumer buying process. It is important that brands distinguish influencer marketing from 

celebrity endorsement. The two concepts are similar but provide different benefits. Influencer 

marketing can help brands to reach a much more targeted segment for a fraction of the cost of 

celebrity endorsement. The most important thing brands can take from this thesis is the importance 

of product match-up. As aforementioned, some brands in Iceland have been using influencers to 

promote their products where consumers cannot see a clear match between the influencer and 

product. This thesis suggests that this is a mistake and for the consumers to find the influencer credible 

and trustworthy, the product match-up must be clear. Therefore, brands must carefully select what 

influencers they co-operate with and that their specific field and image match the product. 

Theoretical implications 

This thesis contributes to the theoretical literature on influencer marketing. Influencer marketing  has 

not been studied well (Schouten, Janssen & Verspaget, 2019). As aforementioned, lots of studies 

compare influencer marketing to celebrity endorsement. This study suggests that although they are 

indeed similar in nature, they provide different benefits. The theories and models examined in this 

thesis were originally constructed for celebrity endorsement. Since influencer marketing has not been 

studied as well as celebrity endorsement, theories and models constructed for influencer marketing 

is scarce. Although the results of this thesis are not definitive, they give an idea about what theories 

and model concerning celebrity endorsement are applicable for influencer marketing. This thesis also 
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builds on the existing literature on how influencer marketing affects engagement, word-of-mouth and 

brand awareness. 
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Conclusion 

This section will sum up the main findings of this thesis. These findings are based on a qualitative 

approach, so the results are not definitive, but they do provide an insight and deeper understanding 

to the research question. The aim of this thesis was to examine the positive and negative effects of 

influencer marketing on consumers. To get a better understanding of these effects, consumer 

engagement, brand awareness, consumer buying decision process and word-of-mouth were 

examined in relation to influencer marketing. The problem of covert advertising was also examined. 

A lot of the secondary data collected was originally intended to describe celebrity endorsement. 

Recent literature on influencer marketing suggests that these two concepts are similar in nature. 

Therefore, this thesis examined theories and models for celebrity endorsement and if they are 

applicable for influencer marketing.   

The results of this thesis suggest that influencer marketing can have many positive effects. Influencer 

marketing can increase consumer engagement with the right motivation, brand awareness and word-

of-mouth. Influencer marketing also seems to have a positive effect on the consumer’s buying decision 

process, the effects were however not as strong at every stage.  

The positive effects of theories depended a lot on the product match-up. If the product match-up was 

good the respondents found the influencer credible and trustworthy. The respondents could relate 

better to influencers that celebrities and therefore identify more with influencers. 

The negative effects of the theories also depended on the product match-up. When the product 

match-up was poor the respondents did not find the influencer credible or trustworthy. Although the 

vampire effect did not occur as often with influencers as celebrities, the respondents implied that a 

poor product match-up could result in the vampire effect. Another negative effect concerning influ-

encer marketing is covert advertising. The respondents often had a hard time telling when the content 

they were looking at was sponsored. Many influencers use covert advertising and if the respondents 

found out that they had been looking at a covert advertising that undermined the influencers’ credi-

bility and trustworthiness. 

The meaning transfer model and balance theory showed some relevance to influencer marketing, but 

they seem to be more relevant to celebrity endorsement. 
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Limitations 

This section will present the main limitations of the thesis. Although this is not an exhaustive list these 

limitations are considered to be the most important.  

This thesis uses a qualitative approach which has been criticised for being too subjective and 

dependent on the interpretations of the researcher (Bryman, 2012). All data collection and data 

interpretations are done by the researcher. Therefore, some of the researcher’s interpretations from 

the interviews are assumed to be subjective. 

The selection of respondents for interviews is also a limitation. The data collected with non-probability 

sampling is often described as indicative rather than definitive as it does not represent the whole 

population and the results are therefore not definitive (Saunders et al., 2009). The respondents were 

chosen based on judgemental sampling. The results may therefore be affected by the subjective 

judgement of the researcher. 

The size of the sampling group can also be considered to be a limitation. A larger number of 

respondents would have resulted in a stronger conclusion and increased the reliability and validity of 

the thesis. However, since the focus was only on the millennial generation, five respondents were 

considered to be sufficient, based a conversation between the researcher and the supervisor of this 

thesis.  

Influencer marketing is a relatively new phenomenon that is still evolving. New social media platforms 

or changes in the existing platforms might affect the results of this thesis. Therefore, the results are 

considered relevant at the time of this thesis. 
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Future research 

This section will present the recommendations for future research. The first recommendation for 

future research is to address the limitations of this thesis. Future researchers could research the same 

concept using different approaches for data collection and interpretation. Future researches could 

also be conducted to increase the external reliability. This can be achieved by conducting a 

quantitative approached research based on this qualitative research to get definitive result.  

This thesis is relevant at the time it is written. Due to the constant evolving of social media and the 

possibility of new platforms emerging, future researches could examine how these changes affect 

influencer marketing. 

The sample in this research is very narrow. The respondents are Icelandic millennials which do not 

represent the whole population. It is recommended that further studies should be conducted on 

different generations. Studies can also expand the geographic area to see if there is a difference in 

consumer’s decisions, opinions and attitudes between geographic locations.  

As aforementioned, the technology influencers use is developing faster than the rules and legislations 

concerning these platforms. In Iceland the law is not clear enough on covert advertising, but 

consumers are becoming increasingly aware of the problem and as a result they are more critical on 

the content they view. Since February 2019 Icelandic influencers have to disclose any payment they 

get for promotion. This can be direct payment or payment in the form of products or services. It would 

be interesting for future researchers to see if influencer marketing will change if the rules ad 

legislations catch up with the technology development. 
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Appendix 
 

Viðtal við Írisi 

P: Hæ. Við byrjum þetta bara á léttri kynningu. Hvað heitiru? 

Í: Ég heiti Íris 

P: Okei og hvað ertu gömul? 

Í: Ég er 25 

P: Og hvað geriru? 

Í: Ég er í háskólanum 

P: Okei snilld. Þá færum við okkur yfir í spurningarnar sem tengjast efninu. 

Í: Já endilega 

P: Byrjum á samfélagsmiðlunum. Hvaða samsfélagsmiðla ertu að nota? 

Í: Instagram, Facebook og já bara það. En aðallega bara facebook útaf spjallinu. 

P: Já ertu ekkert á snapchat? 

Í: Nei ég deletaði accountinum mínum mér fannst það svo leiðinlegt 

P: Haha ok svo bara instagram og facebook. Hvað eyðiru ca miklum tíma á samsfélagsmiðlum á 
dag? 

Í: Svona klukkutíma samanlagt. Ég er með svona skrá sem lætur mig vita ef ég er búin að vera 
nógu lengi. Ég var að eyða of miklum tíma í þetta svo ég er að reyna að minka það. Svo það 
slokknar á því þegar ég er búin með klukkutíma. 

P: Já okei og geturu þá ekki opnað það aftur? 

Í: Jújú ég get það en ég reyni samt að gera það ekki 

P: Já ég skil. Hvaða miðla ertu mest að nota?  

Í: Ég er að nota Instagram miklu meira af því mér finnst það skemmtilegara og ég get ráðið því 
betur hvað ég sé þar. 

P: okei, ertu að followa einhverja á Youtube eða nota það sem social media? 

Í: nei ekki sem social media en stundum til að sjá hvernig ég á að gera einhverjar joga stöður eða 
eitthvað 

P: Já ég skil. Í hvaða tilgangi ertu að nota samfélagsmiðla? 

Í: Aðallega afþreying og til að fá upplýsingar mest nota bæði bara til að drepa tímann og líka til 
að fá upplýsingar og svona. 

P: Já ég skil, eru einhverjar fleiri ástæður? 

Í: Jaaá ég nota þetta alveg stundum eins og ef ég er að fylgja einhverjum sem er svona 
inspirational þá nota ég það alveg til þess að láta mér líða betur. Líka ef eg sé einhvern pósta 
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myndbandi af æfingu sem ég get ekki langar mig líka að geta hana og ef ég næ því líður mér mjög 
vel. 

P: Já okei. Ertu að fylgja einhverjum áhrifavöldum á samfélagsmiðlum? 

Í: Já klárlega. Ég er til dæmis að fylgja einni jógakonu sem að er bara ótrúlega flott finnst mér 
allavega á Instagram og er allavega áhrifavaldur hjá mér. 

P: Já okei hvað helduru að þú sért ca að fylgja mörgum? 

Í: Svona áhrifavöldum? 

P: Já 

Í: örugglega svona 10. Ég var að fylgja einu sinni miklu fleirum en mér fannst það svo flókið og 
það voru einhvernvegin allir út um allt svo ég fækkaði þeim og núna eru svona ca 10 eftir 

P: Okei og hvernig áhrifavaldar eru þetta? Eru það þá aðallega jóga? 

Í: Já allt svona jóga eða svona típísk lífsspeki spiritual dót svona fylgdu hamingjunni og hún mun 
finna þig eitthvað svona þannig 

P: Okei, og er það þá allt þarna á instagram eða er eitthvað á facebook? 

Í: Nei ekkert á facebook, bara instagram 

P: Hefuru einhvertíman keypt vöru sem þú hefur séð hjá áhrifavaldi? 

Í: Nei ég held ekki 

P: Nei okei, hefuru einhverntíman farið inná síðu hjá brandi eða fyrirtæki sem áhrifavaldur er að 
auglýsa og skoðað hana betur? 

Í: Já mjög oft. 

P: Já okei, hvernig síður eru það þá? 

Í: Bara svona jógaföt eða jógadýnur eða bara eitthvað svona equipment og svona en ég hef ekki 
ennþá keypt neitt bara skoðað hvað þau eru með og svona. 

P: Já ég skil. Næsta spurning er um kaupferli. Fyrsta skrefið er að þig langar í eitthvað 

Í: Já! klárlega það. Það er bara svona sky high ef ég sé að einhver áhrifavaldur er að auglýsa 
eitthvað þá eiginlega skoða ég alltaf það sem þau eru að auglýsa ég skoða það alltaf en ég kaupi 
það samt ekki þó mig langi í það ég þarf eiginlega bara svona að rökræða við mig um að ég eigi 
ekki að kaupa það. 

P: Já okei, og ef þú sérð það svo út í búð fattaru þá bara þetta er það sem áhrifavaldurinn var að 
auglýsa? 

Í: Já 100% 

P: En þú kaupir það ekki? 

Í: nei ég kaupi það ekki 

P: Er eitthvað af þessum vörum svona umhverfisvænari en aðrar eða betri til að losa sig við eftir 
notkun? 
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Í: Já mikið og ég skoða það alltaf af því mig langar að passa umhverfið og svona finnst það mjög 
mikilvægt 

P: Hefuru tekið þátt í einhverjum leikjum sem áhrifavaldar eru með? 

Í: Já ég hef tekið þátt í nokkrum svona like/tag leikjum. 

P: Já okei og hefuru einhvertíman unnið eitthvað? 

Í: Nei ekki ennþá. En það fer örugglega að koma að mér. 

P: Myndiru segja að áhrifavaldur hafi aukið awareness hjá þér um einhverja vöru eða fyrirtæki? 

Í: Já það hefur gerst mjög oft sko 

P: Já kynnt þig þá fyrir einhverju nýju eða? 

Í: Já algjörlega 

P: Okei. Finnst þér varan sem áhrifavaldurinn er að tala um taka á sig einhverja kosti eða galla 
vörunar? 

Í: Já eins og þau geri mig betri eða eitthvað þannig? 

P: Já einmitt eða það geta líka verið einhverjir gallar 

Í: já ég skil. Ég hef ekki upplifað það hingað til held ég af því ég er að followa svo mikið af svona 
æ svona flestir jóga kennarar sem ég er að followa eru bara eitthvað já þetta er bara fyrir þig og 
þú átt bara að gera það sem þér finnst best skiluru það er ekkert svona það sem þau eru þetta er 
geggjað þess vegna átt þú að kaupa það svo ég veit ekki það er kannski eitthvað öðruvísi. 

P: Já ég skil. Finnst þér þeir vera trúverðugir þegar þeir eru að auglýsa vörur? 

Í: Já algjörlega mér finnst þau svo mikið bara eins og venjulegt fólk sem er í alvöru að nota 
vöruna svo ég trúi því mikið frekar að þau noti hana en til dæmis frægir. 

P: Mhm og hversu miklu máli skiptir það þig að þeir séu trúverðugir? 

Í: Bara mjög miklu. Eiginlega öllu. Vegna þess að ef þeir eru ekki trúverðugir þá væri þetta ekkert 
að virka. 

P: Nei einmitt. Finnst þér mikilvægt að áhrifavaldar séu attractive? 

Í: Nei mér finnst það ekkert sérstaklega mikilvægt. Hvort sem það er líkamlegt eða ekki 

P: Nei okei bara þá að þeir viti hvað þeir eru að gera eða? 

Í: Já algjörlega mér finnst það aðalatriðið 

P: Já okei. Finnst þér mikilvægt að áhrifavaldurinn og það sem hann er að auglýsa passi vel 
saman? Eins og jógafólkið sé að auglýsa jógadót og það sem þau eru að nota? 

Í: Já mjög það verður að passa við þeirra lífstíl mér myndi finnast mjög skrítið ef þau myndu bara 
allt í einu auglýsa eitthvað áfengi eða eitthvað mér þætti það mjög asnalegt 

P: Já ég skil. Hefuru einhverntíman séð einhvern áhrifavald auglýsa eitthvað sem tengist honum 
eða henni ekki? 
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Í: Já og ég unfollowaði aðilann af því ég var bara vó þetta er mjög skrítið að hún sé að auglýsa 
þetta. Þúveist hann er að segjast vera svona karakter en svo gerir hann þetta og mér fannst það 
vera svona þversögn svo ég bara unfollowaði það hafði það mikil áhrif 

P: Já okei. Veistu hvað engage þýðir? 

Í: Já 

P: Okei finnst þér að áhrifavaldar geti engageað þig meira en annað form af auglýsingum? 

Í: 100% 

P: Mhm ná þær meira til þín? 

Í: Já algjörlega 

P: Okei. Talaru einhverntíman um áhrifavalda við vinkonur þínar eða öfugt 

Í: haha já ég er alltaf að því sko vinkonur mínar eru ekki alveg jafn mikið en ég er bara á ég að 
segja ykkur hvað ég var að sjá og mér finnst það alltaf mjög spennandi 

P: Já okei og ertu þá að hvetja þær til að kaupa eða followa hann eða hvað ertu að segja? 

Í: ég er ekki beint að hvetja til að kaupa eða jú kannski með því að vera að sýna þeim þetta en ég 
er að hvetja þær til að fylgjast með því sem ég er að fygljast með af því mér finnst það svo 
áhugavert. 

P: Já ég skil. Hefuru einhverntíman þá talað um eitthvað neikvætt 

Í: Já algjörlega oft eitthvað neikvætt líka 

P: haha já okei þá svona ekki followa þessa eða? 

Í: haha já einmitt 

P: okei. Veistu hver munurinn er á svona celebrity endorser og influencer? 

Í: Jaaá ég held það 

P: okei flott hvað myndiru segja svona bara í þínum orðum að munurinn væri? 

Í: ég myndi segja að influencer væri einhver sem að varð frægur í gegnum instagram og byggði 
sinn feril upp þar og hefur bara svona einhver áhrif út frá algjörlega því viðmóti einhvernvegin en 
hitt er svona ef þú ert fyrir frægur fyrir eitthvað annað og svo hefuru áhrif út frá því 

P: Já það er bara flott útskýring. Hefur þér einhverntíman líkað betur eða verr við einhverja vöru 
útaf áhrifavaldi? 

Í: sko það kæmi mér ekki á óvart ef að það myndi hafa áhrif á mig. Ég man ekki eftir neinu dæmi 
akkurat nuna en það myndi pottþétt hafa áhrif á mig, ég held það bæði með neikvætt og jákvætt 

P: Já okei. Veistu hvað duldar auglýsingar eru? 

Í: neei 

P: (útskýrt). 

Í: Já ég skil 

P: Hefuru tekið eftir þannig? 
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Í: Já 

P: Bæði þegar það er verið að merkja og ekki? 

Í: Já ég hef oft hugsað einmitt hey þetta er ekki #ad ætli hún sé ekki í samstarfi eða skiluru 

P: já einmitt finnst þér þú alltaf geta sagt til um hvenær auglýsingin er kostuð? 

Í: Nei mér finnst það ekki en ef það er svona # þá sé ég það náttúrlega augljóslega en ef það er ekki 
þá pæli ég samt alveg í því bara eitthvað hmm ætli hun hafi fengið borgað fyrir að segja þetta eða 
ekki 

P: mhm og treystiru þá áhrifavaldinum þegar þú veist að hann er að fá borgað fyrir vöruna? 

Í: Nei ekki alltaf 

P: Nei okei, minna en ef þú sérð það ekki? 

Í: Já minna myndi ég segja mér finnst það einhvernvegin af því ég veit að hún fær borgað fyrir það 
sem hun er að segja þá er það eitthvað skrítið og ekki jafn trúverðugt 

P Já okei en ef þú myndir komast að því að þetta væri auglýsing en hun hefði ekki merkt það hvernig 
myndiru þá treysta henni í framtíðinni? 

Í: minna held ég eða ég myndi treysta henni meira ef hun væri að auglýsa eitthvað af því hana 
langaði að auglýsa þetta frekar en að hun fai borgað fyrir það 

P: Okei. Skiptir magnið af auglýsingum hjá áhrifavaldi einhverju máli fyrir þig? Svona mismunandi 
vörur 

Í: Jaá ég myndi frekar treysta því ef það eru fáar vörur og sjaldan auglýst 

P: Hefuru einhverntíman lent í því að muna meira eftir áhrifavaldinum en vörunni sem hann er að 
auglýsa? 

Í: Ég veit það ekki. Kannski þegar það passar illa saman þá pæli ég í því hvað hann eða hún sé að gera 
að auglýsa þetta og fókusa meira á það. 

P: Okei þá er þetta bara komið hjá okkur. Er eitthvað sem þú vilt koma að eða var óljóst? 

Í: Nei þetta var bara flott 

P: Okei þá bara takk fyrir spjallið 

Í: Já takk sömuleiðis 
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Viðtal við Hauk 

 

P: Sæll heyrðu við byrjum bara á léttri kynningu. Hvað heitiru? 

H: Ég heiti Haukur 

P: Okei og hvað ertu gamall? 

H: Ég er 28 ára 

P: Og hvað geriru? 

H: Ég er flugmaður 

P: Okei frábært. Þá förum við yfir í efnis spurningar. Byrjum á samfélagsmiðlanotkun. Hvaða 
samsfélagsmiðla ertu að nota? 

H: Ég nota Facebook, Snapchat og Instagram 

P: Okei. Hvað eyðiru ca miklum tíma á samsfélagsmiðlum á dag? 

H: Svona klukkutíma eða tvo held ég. Stundum meira 

P: Hvaða miðla ertu mest að nota og af hverju? 

H: Nota mjög mikið messenger á Facebook bara og svo nota ég Instagram mikið. Var meira á 
snapchat einu sinni en það er minna núna.  

P: Skil þig. Ertu að followa einhverja á Youtube eða nota það sem social media? 

H: Nei nota það meira bara til að hlusta á lög en líka stundum til að fá leiðbeiningar á einhverju.  

P: Já einmitt. Í hvaða tilgangi ertu að nota samfélagsmiðla? 

H: Til afþreygingar og svo fæ ég stundum einhver góð tips. Það er aðallega frá Varginum og eitthvað 
veiði tengt. 

P: Já okei.Þú ert þá að fylgja einhverjum áhrifavöldum á samfélagsmiðlum? 

H: Já aðallega á Snapchat. Ég er með varginn, og gæja, villimenn sem eru einhverjir veiðistrákar. Svo 
það eru 3. Já 3 held ég. 

P: Hvernig áhrifavaldar eru þetta?  

H: Þessir eru allir svona veiðikallar 

P: Á hvaða samfélagsmiðlum eru þessir áhrifavaldar? 

H: Þeir eru aðallega á Snapchat en vargurinn er líka á instagram. Skoða samt meira það sem hann er 
að gera á Snapchat. 

P: Hefuru einhvertíman keypt vöru sem þú hefur séð hjá áhrifavaldi? 

H: Neei ekki ég beint en ég keypti mér bakpoka sem ég sá hjá varginum á snapchat. Svo var ég búinn 
að heyra af bakpokanum líka frá gaur í vinnunni sem er veiðimaður og sjá einhverja auglýsingu en ég 
var ekki búinn að fatta hvernig hann virkaði. Svo sá ég varginn nota hann og sá hvernig hann virkaði 
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og þá langaði mig strax í hann. Ég efast um að ég myndi nenna að horfa á auglýsingu sem væri að 
sýna hvernig hann virkar en af því ég hef áhuga á því sem vargurinn gerir þá skoðaði ég story-ið hans. 
Svo ætlaði ég líka einu sinni að kaupa veiðispún sem vargurinn var að auglýsa en hann var bara 
uppseldur þegar ég kom í búðina. Það er þá samt bara veiðidót sem ég er að kaupa sem þeir eru að 
tala um. Ég myndi ekki kaupa þennan mat sem hann er að auglýsa. Aðallega bara af því að ég veit að 
hann veit hvað hann er að tala um með veiðidótið en hann er enginn kokkur. Ég prófaði líka mexico 
súpu í svona poka sem vargurinn var að auglýsa hún var geggjuð. Það eru komnar nokkrar svona 
súpur í dag og ég keypti það bara af því ég sá það hjá honum og vissi þannig af vörunni. Hefði ekki 
vitað af henni ef það væri ekki fyrir hann. 

P: Okei. Hefuru tekið þátt í einhverjum leikjum sem áhrifavaldar eru með? 

H: Já ég hef tekið þátt í nokkrum like leikjum á Instagram. 

P: okei og hefuru einhvertíman unnið í þeim? 

H: Já einu sinni vann ég veiðidót og eftir það fór ég að taka þátt í fleiri leikjum en ég hef reyndar 
ekkert unnið aftur eftir það. 

P: Já okei snilld. Hefuru farið inná síðu brandsins sem áhrifavaldurinn er að tala um og skoðað 
vörurnar betur? 

H: Já þessi spúnn. Fór og skoðaði þessa línu af spúnum hjá þeim og svona. 

P: Okei. Þá færum við okkur yfir í líkön. Finnst þér áhrifavaldar hafa áhrif á kaupferlið þitt? (útskýrt) 

H: Ég veit það ekki. Gæti verið með þetta veiðidót. Mig langaði í þennan spún sem Ármann var að 
selja og ég vissi ekki að væri til. Ég sá hann hjá varginum. En mig langaði í hann svo kannski þetta 
fyrsta stig. 

P: Já okei. Hefur áhrifavaldur einhvertíman aukið awareness hjá þér um einhverja vöru eða brand?  

H: Já alveg pottþétt. Bara eins og með spúninn og bakpokann. 

P: Já einmitt. Finnst þér varan sem áhrifavaldar tala um taka á sig einhverja kosti eða galla 
áhrifavaldsins? (útskýrt) 

H: Nei eiginlega ekki ég reyni að horfa alltaf mjög gagnrýninn á það sem hann er að auglýsa. Ég 
myndi aldrei kaupa fullt af þessu rusli sem vargurinn er t.d. með. Þó að það sé örugglega fullt af liði 
sem myndi örugglega gera það. 

P: Haha já. Finnst þér áhrifavaldar vera trúverðuglegir þegar þeir auglýsa vöru? 

H: Sumir. Mér finnst t.d. vargurinn ekki vera trúverðugur af því hann er að selja sig svo mikið og er 
með svo margar vörur sem hann er að auglýsa. Ég hef t.d. séð hann vera að auglýsa mitsubitsi bílinn 
sinn ótrúlega mikið en ég veit að það er ekkert góður bill en ég veit hann er að fa hann bara frítt frá 
umboðinu af því hann er að auglýsa hann svo mikið svo þess vegna finnst mér hann ekki trúverðugur. 

P: Já. Hversu miklu máli finnst þér það skipta að áhrifavaldar séu trúverðugir? 

H: Skiptir ótrúlega miklu máli ef hann vill að einhver kaupi af sér. Hann verður að vera það. Eins og ef 
hann (vargurinn) væri trúverðugur með þennan bíl væri ég alveg liklegari til að skoða hann. En hann 
er bara með svo mikið að mér finnst hann ekki trúverðugur. 

P: Já einmitt. Finnst þér mikilvægt að áhrifavaldar séu aðlagandi? Eru þeir áhrifavaldar sem þú ert að 
fylgja aðlagandi? 
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H: Nei breytir ekki miklu fyrir mig. Þessir veiðigaurar eru allir frekar ljótir. 

P: Haha okei. Finnst þér mikilvægt að áhrifavaldur og varan sem hann er að auglýsa passi vel saman? 

H: Já það skiptir hellings máli. Ég nenni ekki einu sinni að horfa á það sem þau setja inn ef þetta er 
eitthvað sem tengist þeim ekki neitt. Ég er t.d. að followa varginn af því eg vil sjá eitthvað veiðidót. 
En þegar hann er að auglýsa eitthvað sem tengist ekkert veiðum og ég sé þetta #samstarf þá nenni 
ég ekkert að skoða það. 

P: Já ég skil þig. Veistu hvað engagement er? 

H: Nei hvað er það? 

P: (útskýrt). Finnst þér að áhrifavaldar geti engage-að þig meira en önnur form af auglýsingum 

H: Já þetta nær miklu meira til mín af því ég er sjálfviljugur að horfa á þetta. Það er ekki verið að 
þröngva þessu uppá mig eins og auglýsingar annarsstaðar. 

P: Já einmitt. Veistu muninn á celeb endorsers og influencers? 

H: Neei get ekki sagt muninn á því er þetta ekki allt það sama bara? 

P: (útskýrt). Líkar þér betur eða verr við einhverjar vörur vegna áhrifavalds? 

H: Neei ekkert þannig. Reyni að horfa frekar gagnrýninn á þetta. 

P: Já okei. Veistu hvað duldar auglýsingar eru? Geturu sagt mér hvað þér finnst það vera? 

H: Jaá held það. Er það ekki bara svona þegar fólk cashually talar um hana og er að fá greitt fyrir það? 
Og þau segja ekki að það sé spons 

P: Nokkurn vegin (útskýrt). Finnst þér þú alltaf geta sagt til um hvenær auglýsing er kostuð? 

H: Já okei. Nei alls ekki. Ég veit t.d. til þess að birgitta líf fékk hálft innbúið í íbúðinni sinni sem 
eitthvað spons en ég get ekki sagt hvað það er. Svo er maður alltaf að heyra af einhverjum sem eru 
ekki að setja þetta #ad og þá líka missir maður trú á þeim ef þau skíta á sig. 

P: Treystir þú áhrifavaldi þegar þú veist að hann fær borgað fyrir að tala um vöruna? 

H: Nei miklu minna þá veit ég að þetta er ekki 100% hann að tala um vöruna af því honum finnst hun 
góð. En hann verður samt að láta vita þegar hann fær borgað annars nenni ég ekkert að followa 
hann. 

P: Já einmitt. Hefuru lent í því að muna meira eftir áhrifavaldinum en vörunni sem hann er að tala 
um í auglýsingu? 

H: Jaá þá aðallega þegar einhver sem er í einhverjum ákveðnum geira er að auglýsa eitthvað 
fáránlegt. Ég man t.d. eftir því þegar george clooney var að auglýsa eitthvað kaffi og mér fannst það 
eitthvað svo steikt að ég man ekkert eftir hvaða kaffi þetta var man bara eftir að hann var í 
auglýsingunni. Fannst þetta ekkert hafa með kaffi að gera. Svo var líka herra hnetusmjör að auglýsa 
eitthvað tæknidót hjá origo, skildi ekki alveg af hverju rappari var að auglýsa það. Get ekki sagt þér 
hvað hann var að auglýsa man bara að ég hann var í þessu og mér fannst það asnalegt. 

P: Já ég skil þig. Heyrðu þetta var síðasta spurningin svo þetta er komið hjá okkur 

H: Okei snilld 

P: Er eitthvað annað sem þú vilt að komi fram? 
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H: Neei eða jú kannski. Mér finnst þetta líka vera frekar konur sem eru að followa og kaupa og svona. 
Þær tala líka meira um þetta held ég. Ég og þú tölum miklu minna um það sem við erum að sjá nema 
það snerti okkur mikið meira. Þær tala bara um allt. Mestu áhrifavaldarnir í neyslu hjá mér eru samt 
held ég bara vinirnir og svo það sem ég er að skoða á netinu. Svona stórar fjárfestingar eins og bílinn 
myndi ég aldrei kaupa af því áhrifavaldur segir mér það ég þarf alveg að rannsaka það sem eg er fara 
að kaupa. En kannski svona ódýrara dót prófa ég stundum bara af því það kostar ekkert mikið. 

P: Já einmitt það heita svona low involvement vörur sem þú þarft ekki að pæla mikið í 

H: Já nákvæmlega. Ég held að það eigi betur við mig 

P: Já gæti verið. Var eitthvað annað eða eitthvað óljóst? 

H: Nei ég er bara góður held ég. 

P: Okei snilld þá bara takk fyrir spjallið 

H: Já takk sömuleiðis 
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Viðtal við Emmu 

P: Hæ. Við byrjum þetta bara þæginlega. Geturu sagt mér hvað þú heitir? 

E: Já ég heiti Emma 

P: Okei og hvað ertu gömul? 

E: Ég er 31. Árs 

P: Og hvað gerir þú? 

E: Ég er læknir 

P: Frábært. Þá færum við okkur yfir í efnis spurningarnar. 

E: Já flott 

P: Hvaða samsfélagsmiðla ertu að nota? 

E: Instagram, Facebook og snapchat. Ég var á twitter og hætti svo bara þar. Mér fannst ég ekki 
alveg ná að tengja við það. Ég er ekki alveg nógu hnittin í það 

P: Haha ég skil. Hvað eyðiru ca miklum tíma á samsfélagsmiðlum á dag? 

E: Úff alltof miklum. Örugglega svona 2-3 tímum. 3 örugglega 

P: Okei og hvaða miðla ertu mest að nota og af hverju? 

E: Instagram. Ég get stýrt því best þar hvað ég sé af því að ég get valið hverja ég er að followa. Sé 
bara það sem mig langar til. Ég var mikið á Snapchat en eftir að storyið kom á instagram er ég 
ekki jafn mikið þar. Svo er ég aðallega á Facebook til að tala við vini 

P: Ég skil. Ertu að followa einhverja á Youtube eða nota það sem social media? 

E: Nei lít ekki á það sem social media nota það frekar sjaldan. Reyndar notaði ég það um daginn 
þegar ég þurfti að sjá hvernig átti að taka í sundur ikea hillu. 

P: Haha okei og náðiru að finna út úr því? 

E: Heldur betur 

P: Glæsilegt. Í hvaða tilgangi ertu að nota samfélagsmiðla? 

E: Aðallega til afþreyingar. Stundum upplýsingar til að fá uppskriftir, matartips og svona. 

P: Ég skil. Ertu að fylgja einhverjum áhrifavöldum á samfélagsmiðlum? 

E: Jájá alveg slatta. 

P: Okei. Hversu mörgum áhrifavöldum ertu að fylgja? 

E: Örugglega alveg 20 eða eitthvað 

P: Já okei og hvernig áhrifavaldar eru þetta? 

E: Aðallega íþróttafólk og matreiðsludæmi. Þetta eru eins og katrín tanja, annie mist og svona 

P: Já CrossFit liðið? 
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E: Já fínt að skoða þær þegar maður er að fara á æfingar 

P: Haha já einmitt. Á hvaða samfélagsmiðlum eru þessir áhrifavaldar? 

E: Aðallega á instagram en líka eitthvað á snapchat. En aðallega instagram. Svo er ég að followa 
eitthvað lið á facebook líka 

P: Já okei hvaða lið er það? 

E: Það eru reyndar aðallega svona like síður hjá fyrirtækjum 

P: Já ég skil. Hefuru einhvertíman keypt vöru sem þú hefur séð hjá áhrifavaldi? 

E: Já það er aðallega matur sem ég hef séð. Prófaði einhvern ost og svo eitthvað sem eva laufey 
hefur verið að nota í bakstur. Hef líka keypt eitthvað barnadót og svona. Er til dæmis með eina 
sem á svona búð og er aðallega að auglýsa sjálfa sig en hun er samt ekkert mikið að segja að 
þetta séu auglýsingar svo ég veit ekki hvort hun sé beint að auglýsa eitthvað 

P: Ég skil þig. Hefuru tekið þátt í einhverjum leikjum sem áhrifavaldar eru með? 

E: Jájá ég er alltaf að taka þátt í svona leikjum. Ég geri það mikið á Instagram þar sem ég like-a, 
og tagga folk. Svo er ég meira að share-a á Facebook. En ég tek mikið þátt í svona leikjum. 

P: ég skil, og hefuru einhvertíman unnið í svona leikjum? 

E: Nei aldrei en ég held samt alltaf áfram að taka þátt í þessum leikjum 

P: Haha já einmitt. Hefuru farið inná síðu brandsins sem áhrifavaldurinn er að tala um og skoðað 
vörurnar betur?  

E: Já oft ef mér finnst eitthvað sniðugt þá skoða ég það betur 

P: Okei. Hvernig vörur eru það? 

E: Mikið bara svona matur en líka íþróttadót og bara alls konar 

P: Ég skil. Heyrðu nú færum við okkur yfir í svona líkön 

E: Okei spennandi 

P: Finnst þér áhrifavaldar hafa áhrif á kaupferlið þitt? (útskýrt) 

E: Neeeei ekkert þannig eða jú líklega þetta fyrsta stig þegar ég sé þau með eitthvað langar mig í 
það. Svo man ég líka eftir því þegar ég er útí búð og sé eitthvað sem áhrifavaldur var að tala um 
og prófa það. Svo hef ég líka heyrt einhvern áhrifavald tala um vöru sem er umhverfisvænari en 
önnur og sé hana útí búð og prófa hana þá frekar en eitthvað óumhverfisvænt. 

P: Já einmitt. Hefur áhrifavaldur einhvertíman aukið awareness hjá þér um einhverja vöru eða 
brand? 

E: Já pottþétt. Eins og bara þessi ólivuolía og svona matvörur. Sé oft eitthvað útí búð sem 
áhrifavaldar hafa verið að tala um og þekki það þá útaf þeim. 

P: Já okei. Finnst þér varan sem áhrifavaldar tala um taka á sig einhverja kosti eða galla 
áhrifavaldsins? (útskýrt) 

E: Neei ekkert þannig. Meira þegar ég var yngri kannski þá vildi maður vera eins og einhver og 
kaupa það sem hann var að nota en ég horfi meira gagnrýnin á þetta í dag held ég. 
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P: Okei. Finnst þér áhrifavaldar vera trúverðuglegir þegar þeir auglýsa vöru? 

E: Mjög mis trúverðugir. Þeir eru svo ótrúlega mis góðir í þessu. Sumir eru bara að segja ohh 
þetta eru svo geggjaðar buxur en svo stendur einhversstaðar mjög lúmskt sem maður sér ekki 
#samstarf á meðan aðrir er skýrir með það að þeir séu í samstarfi. Mér finnst það líka vera 
mikilvægt hversu oft þeir eru í einhverjum samstörfum. Sumir eru bara ohh þetta er geggjað 
majones. Það má ekki hver einasta færsla vera sponsuð og eitthvað samstarfsfærsla. Þá finnst 
mér þau missa frekar mikinn trúverðugleika. Mér finnst samt að þau séu alveg trúverðug af því 
að þau eru svona meira eins og venjulegt fólk. 

P: Já einmitt. Hversu miklu máli finnst þér það skipta að áhrifavaldar séu trúverðugir? 

E: Það skiptir mjög miklu máli. Sérstaklega fyrir þeirra ímynd. 

P: Já. Finnst þér mikilvægt að áhrifavaldar séu aðlagandi? Eru þeir áhrifavaldar sem þú ert að 
fylgja aðlagandi? 

E: Neeei eða ég er svosem ekki að followa neina sem eru ekki attractive. En ég veit svosem ekki 
um neinn sem er ekki attractive svo það er kannski mikilvægt til að fá followers. Eins og þessar 
vinsælustu stelpur sem eru influencers heima eru flestar úr einhverjum fegurðarsamkeppnum og 
að posta myndum af sér á nærfötunum. 

P: Haha já ertu ekkert að skoða þær? 

E: Haha nei eitthvað minna 

P: Okei. Finnst þér mikilvægt að áhrifavaldur og varan sem hann er að auglýsa passi vel saman? 

E: Já mjög mikilvægt. Mér finnst t.d. mjög steikt þegar matarbloggarar eru farnir að auglýsa 
einhverjar förðunarvörur. En mun eðlilegara þegar þau auglýsa einhverskonar matvæli eða 
veitingastaði. Þá tek ég í rauninni lítið mark á þessu sem tengist þeim ekki og mér finnst þau 
missa trúverðugleika. Það er nátturulega ekki ástæðan fyrir því að ég er að followa þau svo ég 
skrolla oftast bara yfir þetta þegar ég sé að þau eru að tala um eitthvað sem tengist þeim ekkert. 

P: Já ég skil. Veistu hvað engagement er? 

E: Neei hvað er það? 

P: (útskýrt). Finnst þér að áhrifavaldar geti engage-að þig meira en önnur form af auglýsingum?   

E: Já held að þær auglýsingar hafi miklu betra aðgengi að mér en aðrar auglýsingar. Ég er 
náttúrulega sjálf að followa þetta af því ég vill sjá þetta svo ég tek kannski meira eftir 
auglýsingunum. Hef samt ekkert verið að spurja þau en tek oft þátt í þessum leikjum þar sem ég 
tagga einhvern. 

P: Talaru einhvertíman við fólk um það sem þú ert að sjá 

E: Jájá ég geri það mjög oft 

P: Veistu muninn á celeb endorsers og influencers? 

E: Neei ég veit ekki hver hann er. Er celeb ekki bara einhver frægur eða nei ég veit það ekki. Eru 
ekki einhverjir influencers frægir? Ég hef ekki hugmynd 

P: (útskýrt). Líkar þér betur eða verr við einhverjar vörur vegna áhrifavalds? 
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E: Neei það held ég ekki. Eða stundum þegar einhver fer í taugarnar á mér er að auglýsa eitthvað 
hugsa ég stundum um hann eða hana þegar ég kaupi vöruna. Það eru alveg nokkur dæmi um 
vörur þar sem ég hugsa bara um þennan sem fer í taugarnar á mér og þess vegna kaupi ég ekki 
vöruna svo jú kannski smá. Ég held samt að það geti alveg virkað jákvætt á mig líka þó ég muni 
ekki jafn sterkt eftir því. 

P: Já einmitt. Veistu hvað duldar auglýsingar eru? Geturu sagt mér hvað þér finnst það vera? 

E: Jaaá ég held það er það ekki bara þegar einhver er að auglýsa eitthvað sem hann hefur 
hagsmuni að án þess að gera grein fyrir því 

P: (útskýrt). Finnst þér þú alltaf geta sagt til um hvenær auglýsing er kostuð? 

E: Nei alls ekki. Sérstaklega með influencers þá eru þau að setja þetta #ad inn svo lúmskt, ef þau 
setja þetta yfir höfuð, að maður tekur oft ekkert eftir því nema maður rýni í myndina. 

P: Treystir þú áhrifavaldi þegar þú veist að hann fær borgað fyrir að tala um vöruna? 

E: Neei kannski ekki eða ég veit það ekki. Þegar ég sé þetta #ad þá horfi ég miklu meira gagnrýnin 
á þetta en þegar það er ekki. En svo ef ég frétti af því að þetta var auglýsing en hann sagði það 
ekki þá missi ég miklu meiri trú á honum 

P: Skiptir magnið af auglýsingum einhverju máli fyrir þig? 

E: Já klárlega ef það er of mikið af auglýsingum tek ég miklu minna mark á honum. Sérstaklega ef 
það eru mismunandi vörur þá finnst mér hann bara vera að reyna að græða eins mikið og hann 
getur. 

P: Já. Hefuru lent í því að muna meira eftir áhrifavaldinum en vörunni sem hann er að tala um í 
auglýsingu? 

E: Neei ekkert sem kemur uppí hugann. Kannski ef hann var að auglýsa eitthvað fáránlegt þá 
man ég ekki eftir vörunni en það er líklega bara af því ég var ekki að fylgjast með. 

P: Já okei. Heyrðu þá er þetta bara komið hjá okkur 

E: Já okei flott 

P: Er eitthvað annað sem þú vilt bæta við? 

E: Nei ég held ekki 

P: Okei þá bara takk fyrir spjallið 

E: Já takk sömuleiðis 
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Viðtal við Guðrúnu 

P: Hæ. Við byrjum bara á smá kynningu á þér. Hvað heitiru 

G: Ég heiti Guðrún Halla 

P: Og hvað ertu gömul? 

G: Ég er 25 ára. 

P: Og hvað geriru? 

G: Ég er flugmaður 

P: Okei þá færum við okkur yfir í aðal spurningarnar 

G: Já endilega 

P: Hvaða samsfélagsmiðla ertu að nota? 

G: Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat. Skoða sjaldan Pinterest en þetta eru aðallega Facebook 
Instagram og Snapchat. Er með aðgang að Twitter en ég nota það ekkert. 

P: Okei. Hvað eyðiru ca miklum tíma á samsfélagsmiðlum á dag? 

G: Það er misjafnt en örugglega 2 tímum 

P: Já okei. Hvaða miðla ertu mest að nota og af hverju? 

G: Instagram nota ég mest af því mér finnst hann skemmtilegari miðill en hinir og ég get valið 
skemmtilegt fólk til að followa.  

P: okei en ertu að followa einhverja á Youtube eða nota það sem social media? 

G: nei ekki neitt 

P: Í hvaða tilgangi ertu að nota samfélagsmiðla? 

G: Nota aðallega bara til afþreyingar og til að fá motivation. Facebook er svo annað dæmi af 
því þar er maður að spjalla og svona en hit er fyrir afþreyingu 

P: Ertu að fylgja einhverjum áhrifavöldum á samfélagsmiðlum? 

G: Já. Sólrunu diego, Thelma guðmunds, þórunn ívars, sara sigmundar, katrín tanja. Svo eru 
einhverjir fleiri fanney ingvars, Birgitta líf.  

P: Okei hversu mörgum áhrifavöldum ertu sirka að fylgja? 

G: Þetta eru svona 10 manns 

P: Já. Hvernig áhrifavaldar eru þetta? 

G: Þetta er aðallega fólk í íþróttum og svona beauty og lífstílsbloggarar. 

P: Ég skil. Og á hvaða samfélagsmiðlum eru þessir áhrifavaldar? 
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G: Þetta er allt á Instagram en ég er líka að followa eitthvað á snapchat. Þar er heiðar logi 
brimbrettagaurinn, eva ruza sem er svona lífstílsdjókari. Svo eru þær hættar sólrun og kamila 
eg var að fylgja þeim. Eða ertu bara að spurja um íslenska? 

P: Neinei ertu að fylgja einhverjum útlenskum? 

G: já ég er með nokkrar sænskar eða skandinavískar svona lífstíls og svona interior ég er líka 
að fylgja mikið af því. Og inní því það var í instagram líka þær eru nokkrar sem eru svona 
áhrifavaldar og sérhæfa sig bara í því. Það er ein sem heitir svana og er líka með blogg. 
Þannig þetta er íþróttafólk, lífstílsbloggarar og interior. 

P: Já okei. Hefuru einhvertíman keypt vöru sem þú hefur séð hjá áhrifavaldi? 

G: Já. 

P: Okei hvernig vöru? 

G: Ég hef keypt snyrtivörur, mat, ég hef keypt þrifvörur og svona heimilisvörur. Já og fatnað 
líka 

P: Hefuru tekið þátt í einhverjum leikjum sem áhrifavaldar eru með? 

G: Já ég tek oft þátt í svona like leikjum en ég hef samt aldrei unnið. En ég hef samt gaman 
að því að taka þátt og er oft smá spennt að kíkja þegar það er dregið út. Ég á eftir að vinna 
einn daginn. 

P: Haha já það hlýtur að fara að koma að þér. Hefuru farið inná síðu brandsins sem 
áhrifavaldurinn er að tala um og skoðað vörurnar betur? Hvernig vörur eru það? 

G: Ég myndi segja að það væri allt sem ég taldi upp nema þrifvörurnar. 

P: Já okei. Finnst þér áhrifavaldar hafa áhrif á kaupferlið þitt? (útskýrt) 

G: Já samt ekki öllu þessu sem ég hef verið að skoða. Það hefur haft áhrif á sko ég hef farið 
sérstaklega og skoðað hjá einni varðandi svona skincare af því hun er með mikið af 
upplýsingum um það. En hun er samt ekkert alltaf í samstarfi með það hun auglýsir oft sitt 
eigið bara og það er mikið vörur sem eru til erlendis. Ég hef gert það líka þegar ég er að 
skoða eitthvað interior og þá fer ég meðvitað og skoða eitthvað en oft er þetta bara eitthvað 
sem maður sér og ég var aldrei að hugsa um að ég þyrfti þetta en þetta var bara auglýst og 
mér fannst ég þurfa þetta eftir að ég sá það. Þannig að jú þau hafa áhrif á kaupferlið manns. 

P: Okei. Hefur áhrifavaldur einhvertíman aukið awareness hjá þér um einhverja vöru eða 
brand? 

G: Já það var svona skincare vara sem heitir drunk elephant og er ekki til á íslandi. Og aukið 
svona í raun og veru awarenessið mitt um að þetta væri hreinni vara en aðrar með svona 
vegan hráefni og eitthvað. Maður er líka oft að sjá einhverjar vörur hjá þeim og svo þekkir 
maður þær þegar maður kemur út í búð. Ég held að þau geti aukið þetta af því að ég veit að 
þau eru að posta efni sem ég hef áhuga á og þess vegna vil ég horfa á það. 

P: Já okei. Finnst þér varan sem áhrifavaldar tala um taka á sig einhverja kosti eða galla 
áhrifavaldsins? (útskýrt) 

G: Jájá mér finnst það. En oftar svona kosti. Það er eins og guðrún veiga hefur talað um 
hárlos og slæman hársvörð og það fittar inní það sem ég tengi við. Það hefur líka verið eins 
og það er alltaf hreint hjá sólrúnu diego og þá finnst mér að þær vörur séu betri til að þrífa. 
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P: Já einmitt. Finnst þér áhrifavaldar vera trúverðuglegir þegar þeir auglýsa vöru? 

E: Já sumir og þessir sem ég fylgi finnst mér vera credible en það er oft sem þau auglýsa 
eitthvað sem manni finnst ekki jafn credible. En maður pælir bara ekki í því og þá nær það 
ekki athygli manns 

P: Hversu miklu máli finnst þér það skipta að áhrifavaldar séu trúverðugir? 

E: Skiptir öllu máli ef ég á að kaupa vöruna 

P: Já einmitt. Finnst þér mikilvægt að áhrifavaldar séu aðlagandi?  

E: Já mér finnst þau þurfa að bera sig vel og þurfa að vera með eitthvað heillandi aspect 
hvort sem það er útlitstengt eða heimilistengt eða fyndin eða eitthvað það þarf að vera 
einhver x factor við þau. Eru þeir áhrifavaldar sem þú ert að fylgja aðlagandi? Já allir á sinn 
hátt. En það er mjög mikið myndi ég segja svona superficial aðlagandi, svo eru nokkrir sem 
maður tengir við af því þeir eru skemmtilegir 

P: Já góður punktur. Finnst þér mikilvægt að áhrifavaldur og varan sem hann er að auglýsa 
passi vel saman? 

G: Já. Ef maður er búinn að vera að fylgja einhverjum í smá tíma og manni finnst eitthvað 
koma bara uppúr þurru þá disregardar maður það af því það er ekki jafn credible. Hvað á til 
dæmis make up influencer að vita um mat? Svo jú bara ef maður er buinn að fylgja lengi og 
svo kemur eitthvað eins og þruma úr heiðskíru lofti og meikar ekkert sens miðað við það sem 
manneskjan hefur verið að gera þá einhvernvegin bara fer það framhjá manni og maður man 
ekki einu sinni eftir vörunni mínutu seinna. 

P: Haha einmitt. Veistu hvað engagement er? 

G: Já 

P: Finnst þér að áhrifavaldar geti engage-að þig meira en önnur form af auglýsingum?  

G: Já miklu meira en ef ég fletti morgunblaðinu og það sendur þetta krem gerir þetta og 
þetta en svo er einhver á snapcaht eða instagram sem er að tala um vöruna og maður treysir 
og hann segir ég hef verið með þetta og þetta og þess vegna nota ég vöruna. Mér finnst það 
bara miklu trúverðugara heldur en hinar. 

P: Hefuru einhvertíman spurt,commentað eða sent eitthvað? 

G: nei aldrei gert það en ég hef oft rætt það við fólk í kringum mig. 

P: en það engagear þig þá í WOM? 

G: já alveg hiklaust eins og ef ég er í saumaklúbb þá erum við alltaf að tala um einhverjar 
svona vörur sem er verið að auglýsa og hver hefur prófað hana og svona 

P: Já ég skil. Líkar þér betur eða verr við einhverjar vörur vegna áhrifavalds? 

G: Já. Bæði jákvætt og neikvætt. Man ekki núna eftir neinu jákvæðu reyndar en mér líkar 
verr við nocco af því ég sé ótrúlega mikið af auglýsingum um það og hjá einhverju fólki sem 
ég fíla ekki. Svo fá þau einhverja excusive drykki sem eru ekki í boði fyrir okkur og mér finnst 
ég þá bara bæði ekki tengja eins mikið við þau og svo eru þessir sem mér finnst leiðinlegir að 
auglýsa þetta svo ég fíla það bara ekki. Mér dettur engin vara í hug akkurat nuna sem mer 
hefur líkað betur við. Það er aðallega bara að þau auka awareness um vöruna 
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P: Já. Veistu muninn á celeb endor og influencers? 

Neeei. Celeb er bara frægt fólk eins og íþróttafólk en þau eru líka með followers eins og 
influencers. Annað er bara svona almennt fólk en hitt er fólk sem er frægt fyrir eitthvað. 

P: finnst þér að íþróttafólk séu ekki influencers? 

G: Jú auðvitað eru þau það en það er samt öðruvísi. Ég veit bara ekki hver munurinn er. Mér 
finnst þetta voða svipað. 

P: (útskýrt). Veistu hvað duldar auglýsingar eru? Geturu sagt mér hvað þér finnst það vera? 

G: Já. Mér finnst það vera þegar að fólk tekur það ekki fram ef þetta er kostuð vara þegar 
það er verið að fá vöruna frítt eða fá borgað fyrir að auglýsa hana og það lætur ekki 
almenning vita að þau séu að fá greitt fyrir það. Það er þá svona dulbúið eins og það sé í 
dagsins amstri að þú sért að nota þetta eða kaupa þetta og ætla að segja okkur þetta af því 
þetta er svo sniðugt en manneskjan er í raun að fá greitt fyrir þetta. 

P: Já okei (útskýrt). Finnst þér þú alltaf geta sagt til um hvenær auglýsing er kostuð? 

G: Nei. Það er náttúrulega búið að tala meira um það sérstaklega hjá íslendingum svo það er 
líka bara búið að vera mikið í umræðunni sko að þau hafi verið að tala um ferlið sjálft.  En 
mér finnst þau samt meira tala um að þau ætli ekki að gera þetta en það er oft sem ég held 
að eitthvað sé auglýsing en ég sé engar merkingar. 

P: Já. Treystir þú áhrifavaldi þegar þú veist að hann fær borgað fyrir að tala um vöruna? 

Nei alls ekki jafn mikið og eins og þegar ég sé fræga auglýsa.  

P: treystiru þá frekar celebrity endorsement en influencers? 

G: Já meira sko ég myndi segja ef þú talar um íþróttafólk, ég treysti því meira en 
lífstílsbloggara. Ég treysti því fólki ekki sem lifibrauð meira depends on it. 

P: ertu þá að meina eins og þegar íþróttafólk er að auglýsa íþróttavörur? 

G: Já þegar það er í sinni grein. Bara eins og crossfit fólkið sem ég er að followa ég veit að 
það er ekki að setja allt ofan í sig og ef ég sé að það er að drekka þetta eða borða þetta þá 
veistu að það er meira á bakvið það heldur en einhver influencer sem hefur ekki jafn mikil 
áhrif á hana. 

P: Já ég skil þig. Hefuru lent í því að muna meira eftir áhrifavaldinum en vörunni sem hann er 
að tala um í auglýsingu?  

G: Já eða ef ég sé að það er bara einhver fáránleg tenging þá nenni ég ekkert að vera að 
skoða auglýsinguna. Man þá bara að það var einhver að auglýsa eitthvað rugl en man ekkert 
þannig séð eftir vörunni. En ég pæli held ég meira í því með frægt fólk þá man ég frekar eftir 
einstaklingnum en man ekkert alltaf hvaða influencer var að auglýsa þetta asnalega. 

P: Já einmitt. Heyrðu þetta var bara síðasta spurningin. 

G: Okei snilld 

P: Er eitthvað annað sem þú vilt koma að? 

G: Jaá þarna um duldar auglýsingar. Ég mundi að það er ein youtube stelpa sem ég skoða 
stundum sem er með svona skincare video. Ef hún er í samstarfi með einhverjum og það 
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kemur svona disclaimer að þetta video er i samstarfi við þessa, þá nenni ég aldrei að horfa á 
það. 

P: Já okei af hverju er það? 

G: Bara af því hún er svo augljóslega að gera þetta bara fyrir peninginn. Eins og með þessa 
það var hún um daginn með 14 min video um nighttime products frá einhverju brandi og var 
að segja hvað þetta væru æðislegar vörur, en ég er búin að horfa á mörg video með henni 
þar sem hún er að segja frá sinni night time rútínu og þá hef ég séð að hún notar ekkert af 
þessum vörum. 

P: Nú okei og finnst þér hún þá ekki vera að segja það sem henni finnst eða? 

G: Nei mér finnst hún ekki geta verið að auglýsa bara vörur frá einhverju eini fyrirtæki ef hún 
er svo ekkert að nota þær. En mér finnst samt i lagi þegar það eru auglýsingar frá til dæmis 
Wall Mart eða Sephora af því þar eru fullt af mismunandi bröndum og þá er hægt að taka 
eitt krem frá þessu brandi og svo eitt frá öðru og svo framvegis skiluru. Þá tek ég meira mark 
á henni. 

P: Já ég skil. Okei frábært. Var eitthvað meira sem við eigum að fara betur í eða var eitthvað 
óljóst? 

G: Nei þá er þetta bara komið frá mér 

P: Okei takk fyrir spjallið 

G: Já takk sömuleiðis 
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Viðtal við Emil 

P: Byrjum bara á smá kynningu á þér. Hvað heitiru? 

E: Ég heiti Emil  

P: Sæll Emil. Hvað ertu gamall? 

E: 23. Ára 

P: Og hvað geriru? 

E: Ég er í háskólanum 

P: Okei nú byrjum við á spurningunum sem tengjast efninu. Byrjum á að fara yfir 
samfélagsmiðlanotkun. Hvaða samfélagsmiðla ertu að nota? 

E: Ég nota Facebook, reddid og smá snapchat. Er eiginlega ekki á instagram en nota það mjög 
sjaldan 

P: Og hvað ertu sirka að eyða miklum tíma á samfélagsmiðlum á dag? 

E: Sko facebook er alltaf opið hjá mér. Ætli þetta séu ekki svona 3 tímar. 

P: Ég skil, og hvaða miðla ertu mest að nota og af hverju? 

E: Ég nota reddit af því ég fæ bara skemmtun á reddid ég ræð nákvæmlega það sem ég sé. Fæ 
mest skemmtun út úr reddid en líka alveg einhverjar upplýsingar. Svo er Facebook aðallega 
samskipti og upplýsingar. Eins og að tala við fólk og fá boð á events. Nota reddid í að fá 
upplýsingar um fótbolta og fréttir og svona. Ég ræð bókstaflega hvaða upplýsingar ég er að fá. 
Þar eru bara fullt af fólki að tala um hitt og þetta og ég frétti oft af einhverju sem ég hef áhuga á 
þar. 

P: Já okei, ertu að followa einhverja á Youtube eða nota það sem social media? 

E: Nei fer á youtube ef ég er að skoða einhver video bara eða þarf að sjá hvernig á að gera 
eitthvað. 

P: Ertu að fylgja einhverjum áhrifavöldum á samfélagsmiðlum? 

E: Ekki mikið eða ég er með herra hnetusmjör á snapchat og svo þennan steinar á facebook. 
Stundum samt á reddid koma einhver seleb og þá er svona ask me anything og þá svara þau 
spurningum og tala þá kannski um eitthvað sem þau eru að auglýsa. 

P: Já ég skil og hvað eru þetta margir áhrifavaldar sem þú fylgir? 

E: Það eru ekki margir kannski svona 4 

P: Okei, hvernig áhrifavaldar eru þetta? Á hvaða sviði eru þeir? 

E: Tónlistarmenn og svo einhverjir íþróttamenn 

P: Og á hvaða samfélagsmiðlum eru þessir áhrifavaldar? 

E: Svona mest á Snapchat en svo eru einhverjir á Instagram en ég er ekki mikið að skoða það. 

P: Okei ég skil. Hefuru einhvertíman keypt vöru sem þú hefur séð hjá áhrifavaldi? 
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E: Varla ég kaupi mér ekki mikið en ég það hefur samt alveg gerst 

P: Okei en varla segiru. Hefuru keypt eitthvað? 

E: Já ég sá einhvertíman herra hnetusmjör á snapchat að fá sér dominos og þá fékk ég mér 
dominos. Svo var ég með NOVA og keypti einhvertíman eitthvað sem var verið að auglýsa þar. 

P: Ég skil þig. Hefuru tekið þátt í einhverjum leikjum sem áhrifavaldar eru með? 

E: Já þegar ég var meira á Instagram þá tók ég stundum þátt í svona like leikjum en ég var samt 
ekki að deila neinu. 

P: okei og vannstu einhvertíman? 

E: Nei reyndar ekki 

P: Hefuru farið inná síðu brandsins sem áhrifavaldurinn er að tala um og skoðað vörurnar betur?  

E: Jájá ég hef kíkt inná eitthvað og skoðað það betur ef ég hef ekki heyrt um það áður og það 
hljómar áhugavert 

P: Okei hvernig vörur eru það? 

E: Bara alls konar. Matur, tæki og bara já alls konar. 

P: Ég skil þig. Heyrðu næst ætlum við að fara yfir nokkur líkön 

E: Okei  

P: Finnst þér áhrifavaldar hafa áhrif á kaupferlið þitt? (útskýrt) 

E: Jájá ef ég sé eitthvað sem þau eru með langar mig stundum í það en ég kaupi það samt ekkert 
alltaf. Það hefur samt alveg gerst að ég hef keypt eitthvað eins og dominos pizzuna.  

P: Ég skil. Finnst þér þeir hafa áhrif á einhver önnur skref? 

E: Já eða þeir náttúrulega láta mig vita af vörunni svo þarna skref 2 og 3 kannski 

P: Okei 

E: Eru þeir ekki að því eða? 

P: Haha jú það getur bara mjög vel verið. En hefur áhrifavaldur einhvertíman aukið awareness 
hjá þér um einhverja vöru eða brand?  

E: Já hef séð eitthvað hjá írisi sem hun talar um við mig og ég vissi ekki af. En ég er svo lítið að 
fylgjast með áhrifavöldum að það er meira eitthvað sem einhver er að sýna mér. 

P: Já okei hvaða vörur er það? 

E: Bara alls konar. Hún er mikið í yoga dóti en svo líka hef ég séð eins og ný heyrnatól og svona. 
Svo með nýja drykki og svona. 

P: Ég skil þig. Finnst þér varan sem áhrifavaldar tala um taka á sig einhverja kosti eða galla 
áhrifavaldsins? (útskýrt) 

E: Já mér fannst það meira kannski þegar ég var til dæmis í fótbolta og sá ronaldo eða einhvern í 
flottum skóm langaði mig í þá og mér fannst ég betri og fljótari í þeim. Af því skórnir voru flottir 
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fannst mér þeir flottir. En ég hef ekki fundið þessa tilfinningu með influencers af því ég lít ekki 
eins upp til þeirra. En svo veit eg líka um dæmi þar sem áhrifavaldur hefur backfireað. 

P: Já okei hvað var það? 

E: Sko whale tours fengu einhvern áhrifavald sem átti að snappa ferðinni hjá sér og hann kom á 
einn bát af því hann þekkti skipstjórann og í þessarri ferð sem honum fannst geggjað en í sömu 
ferð var hann líka að taka myndbönd af stóru skipunum sem þau er með og segja hvað þau skip 
væru ömurleg og fólk ætti aldrei að fara á svona og ætti miklu frekar að fara á spíttbátinn. En 
þau fá miklu meiri pening fyrir þessi stóru skip af því þau taka miklu meira af fólki. Þannig að það 
backfireaði frekar mikið.  

P: Já okei haha klúður. En finnst þér áhrifavaldar vera trúverðuglegir þegar þeir auglýsa vöru? 

E: Nei ekki af minni reynslu 

P: Nei okei. Hversu miklu máli finnst þér það skipta að áhrifavaldar séu trúverðugir? 

E: Mér finnst það. Í þessi fáu skipti sem maður trúir því að fólk sé í alvörunni að nota vöruna þá 
eru þau trúverðug en þau eru oft að auglýsa eitthvað sem tengist þeim ekkert og þá trúir maður 
þeim ekkert.  

P: Já einmitt. Finnst þér mikilvægt að áhrifavaldar séu aðlagandi? Eru þeir áhrifavaldar sem þú 
ert að fylgja aðlagandi? 

E: Neei eiginlega ekki. Man reyndar best eftir fótboltaauglýsingum með Beckham hann er 
reyndar alveg frekar myndarlegur.  

P: Haha já hann er allt í lagi. Finnst þér mikilvægt að áhrifavaldur og varan sem hann er að 
auglýsa passi vel saman? 

E: Já uppá trúverðugleikann. Mér fyndist til dæmis frekar asnalegt að ronaldo færi að auglýsa 
handboltavörur þá myndi ég ekki trúa neinu af því. Og svo líka þessir influencers þegar þeir eru 
að auglýsa eitthvað sem tengist þeim ekkert þá trúir maður ekkert því sem þau eru að segja. 

P: Já ég skil þig. Veistu hvað engagement er? 

E: Já 

P: Finnst þér að áhrifavaldar geti engage-að þig meira en önnur form af auglýsingum? 

E: Jaaájá þetta virkar örugglega betur af því ég vil sjá það sem hann er að segja og ef hann er að 
auglýsa eitthvað sem tengist honum en ef þetta er eitthvað sem tengist honum ekkert þá alls 
ekki. Þa virka bara beinu auglýsingarnar á facebook betur á mig. 

P: Ertu að tala eitthvað við vini þína eða þeir við þig um það sem áhrifavaldar eru að gera? 

E: Já þau aðallega við mig af því ég er svo lítið á samfélagsmiðlunum sem þau eru á. Man eftir 
nokkru skiptum þar sem þau hafa sagt mér frá einverju sem áhrifavaldar eru að tala um eða gera 
og ég hef skoðað það út frá því. Þau segja vinum mínum og vinir mínir segja mér skiluru svo þetta 
byrjar örugglega hjá áhrifavaldinum. 

P: Geturu sagt mér muninn á celeb endorsers og influencers? 

E: Celeb þá veistu að hann er að fá borgað en mér finnst influencer meira vera að segja hvað 
honum finnst þessi vara flott og er ekki að fá borgað. 
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P: En ef ég fengi celeb og influencer til að auglýsa sömu vöru veistu hver munurinn er? 

E: Neeei eða myndi halda að influencer myndi gera það betur 

P: Af hverju? 

E: Af því það væri trúverðugara af því hann er minna frægur en celebið og þá er kannski líklegara 
að hann leggi meira að mörkum til að auglýsa vöruna. 

P: Já ég skil. Líkar þér betur eðaverr við einhverjar vörur vegna áhrifavalds? 

E: Mér dettur ekkert í hug í fljótu bragði. Nema kannski þegar ég var í fóboltanum og sá ronaldo í 
Nike skónum. Ég var alltaf Adidas maður en eftir að hann var í Nike þá líkaði mér mjög vel við þá 
skó og langaði í þá. 

P: Haha já einmitt. En hefuru fundið fyrir þessu með áhrifavaldana? 

E: Nei get ekki sagt það 

P: Okei. Veistu hvað duldar auglýsingar eru? Geturu sagt mér hvað þér finnst það vera? 

E: Ég myndi halda að það væri að sýna eitthvað án þess að nafngreina það en ég veit það ekki. 

P: (Útskýrt) 

E: Já ég skil 

P: Finnst þér þú alltaf geta sagt til um hvenær auglýsing er kostuð? 

E. Nei alls ekki alltaf. Eins og til dæmis einhver sem er að posta mynd af sér í útlöndum gæti hann 
verið að auglýsa einhverja ferð en ég veit það ekki. Þetta er voða grá lína finnst mér 

P: Já einmitt. Treystir þú áhrifavaldi þegar þú veist að hann fær borgað fyrir að tala um vöruna? 

E: Jaájá ég geri eiginlega bara ráð fyrir því að fólk sé að fá borgað fyrir það sem þau eru að gera 
svo ég treysti þeim bara svipað 

P: Okei. Hefuru lent í því að muna meira eftir áhrifavaldinum en vörunni sem hann er að tala um í 
auglýsingu? 

E: Sko ég man oftast meira eftir einstaklingnum en vörunni. Sérstaklega ef það passar ekki saman 
en það á samt meira við með celeb finnst mér en influencers. Ég man reyndar einu sinni eftir 
auglýsingu með einum rappara sem var að auglýsa einhvern drykk. Ég man bara eftir gaurnum en 
ég man ekkert hvaða drykkur þetta var sem hann var að auglýsa af því mér fannst bara svo 
asnalegt að hann væri að auglýsa hann 

P: Já ég skil þig. Þetta var bara síðasta spurningin svo þetta er komið. Er eitthvað sem þú vilt 
bæta við þetta? 

E: Nei ég held að ég hafi bara náð að koma þessu öllu frá mér 

P: Okei frábært takk fyrir spjallið 

E: Ekk málið 

 

 


